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PREFACE
The United States, for generations a leader among the fishing nations of the
world, has during recent years slipped from second place to fifth in the harvest of the
resources of the sea. Not only do Japan, Russia, and Red China now catch more fish than
the United States, but so does Peru, a relative newcomer to the world fisheries scene.
Fishing has been an important activity in this country for nearly three and a
half centuries. From the time in the early 1600's when the first colonists fled England
for America in the tiny, sail-powered Mayflower to the present day, fishing--first for
food and later for both food and industrial products--has been a traditional American
occupation, and the industry based upon this way of life has over the years made significant contributions to the Nation's health and economy.
But times are changing, and while the commercial fishing industry in the
United States is still a billion-dollar-a-year business, it faces serious problems on
many fronts. Markets are being lost to imports, some ocean resources historically fished
only by Americans are being exploited by other nations, and the industry, with a few exceptions, is failing to keep pace technologically with its competitors.
The United States cannot afford a continuing decline in its commerci al fishing
industry. More than half a million people depend on this industry for their livelihood. It
supplies over a million tons of food each year for our population, and in a variety that can
be matched by no other protein-rich commodity. The industry contributes s ubstantially
to the Nation's transportation system. It helps to keep the shipyards busy, is important
to container and packaging manufacturers, and provides this country with a reserve of
trained mariners in the event of a national emergency. Beyond thiS, the oceans of the
world are a vast storehouse of renewable food and industrial r esources that can contribute substantially to the diets and economies not only of our own people but also to
those of the rest of the world. With our own population expected to increase by nearly 75
million in the next 20 years, the time may soon be at hand when the United States will
have to look to the sea for more of its food supply.
President Kennedy emphasized this point when he said that "the sea around
us represents one of our most important but least understood and almost wholly underdeveloped areas for extending our resource base ... salt and fresh water fisheries are
among our most important but far from fully developed reservoirs of protein foods."
Development of these reservoirs referred to by the President will require a
vigorous, three-pronged program of research, development, and services. This report,
Trident, outlines such a plan with the essential components--research, development, and
services--being symbolized by the prongs on Neptune's fishing spear.
To remain in cQmpetition for the world's fishery resources the U.S. co m mercial fishing industry must be revitalized and made more productive and profitabl e. It
must be quick to utilize technological advances and it must use available knowledge r egarding maximum sustainable yield of the resources fished, both now and in the future.
Exploratory work must be done to first delineate, then find economic ways to fully utilize
presently under utilized or nonutilized fisheries available to our fishermen.
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Assuming that these things must be done, what then is the role of the Bureau
of Commercial Fisheries, within the framework of Department of the Interior policies,
in seeking a solution to this problem?
This report assumes that the primary task of Government is to develop the
basic knowledge about the fishery resources and their environment. Such knowledge will
provide background information for industry to use in determining where to fish, what to
fish, and how much to fish. Included in this knowledge will be basic facts relating to the
size and nature of the resources, methods for their economic harvesting, development of
new processes and products, and the as sess ment of domestic and/or world market potential for those new or more abundantly available fish or fishery products.
The Bureau believes the proposals set forth in this report represent a balanced program of research, development, and services aimed towards this end. The report calls for development of regional programs throughout the land commensurate with
the value and potential of the fishing industry and the seriousness of fishery problems
involved, with appropriate attention to reso urce discovery, resource protection, and resource use. The schedule calls for more research and services, more people to carry these
out, more equipment, and new and better physical facilities. To accomplish this, the plan
calls for a greater expenditure of money than is now appropriated to the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries.
The Bureau has considered the need for specialists to fulfill the stated objectives and has recommended a positive personnel program to provide proper recruitment,
training, and retention of necessary specialized personnel. The plan is based upon the
realization that the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries must achieve a position of leadership in supplying knowledge, through research, development, and services, for conservation and full economic use of commercial fishery resources. It is the Bureau's responsibility to recommend to the Department of the Interior a program that will eventually
lead to creation and maintenance of a strong and prosperous commercial fishing industry
and help assure an ample supply of high quality fishery products for the American consumer. The elements of the plan presented herewith provide for these objectives.
This report should not be regarded as an inflexible pro jection. It is to be constantly reviewed and revised as conditions dictate. Research findings of tomorrow may
well render obsolete the planning of today. The ever-changing world in which we live will
have influences, some fleeting, some permanent, on the direction of our program.
This report is the Bureau's estimate, based on the best information at hand,
of where it should be in 10 years and how it should get there. Congress, of course, will
play an important role in the implementation of certain facets of this plan. New authorities and appropriations, such as those for a liberalized fishing vessel construction subsidy program, will be requested from time to time as the need arises.
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SUMMARY
Trident, the long range report of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, has
two broad objectives: (1) To strengthen the industry and (2) to conserve the resource.
These objectives will be attained through a vigorous application of the detailed threepronged plan of research, development, and services outlined in the body of this report,
Trident is divided into two sections, each with a specific purpose but at the
same time complementary in implementing the overall program and in reaching its ultimate goal.
The first section of this report is ACTION NOW, a 13-point plan to deal immediately with the urgent problems of the industry, It is in this section that solutions,
strongly stressing the development and services aspect of Trident, are proposed for
problems which demand attention now and which will require continuing attention as the
long range plan is fully implemented.
The second section of Trident, THE LONG HAUL, attacks, primarily through
research, the baSiC, deep-rooted problems of the industry and of the resources, The impact of THE LONG HAUL will be felt more gradually than that of the ACTION NOW program, but both approaches, necessary immediate action and long-term research, are
essential to achieve the Bureau's long range objectives.
In the opening section of this report the Bureau proposes immediate and positive action as follows:
--That the fishing industry be provided with assistance comparable to that provided by
the Government generally,
:.. - That the tariff structure for fishery products be thoroughly reexamined and that modifications be proposed for any disparities that may be found in the classificatio n of duties.
-- That methods be developed to offset subsidies paid by foreign countries
ho export fishery products to the United States,

to

producers

- That a broader and more realistic fishing vessel construction subsidy law be enacted.
'- - That more emphasiS be placed on the development of bilateral and multilateral interhational agreements in the management of high seas fishery resources,
- - That more meetings be held and more information exchanged between the U.S. industry
,and foreign fisheries having common problems.
--That the Government increase its efforts to develop and expand foreign markets for
exportable fishery products.
-- That provision be made to obtain more adequate information on fishery developments
and markets in key foreign areas.
-- That technical findings be more quickly disseminated and that the industry be more
aggressive in the adoption of new developments and findings,
v

__ That industry-Government efforts to develop quality standards for fishery products be
accelerated.
__ That joint market promotional and advertising campaigns by U.S. and foreign producers
be encouraged to stimulate the consumption of fishery products throughout the world.
-_ That concerted action be taken to stimulate the development of research scientists to
meet rapidly expanding research needs.
-- That aggressive safety programs be expanded to decrease alarmingly high fishing
vessel hull and protection and indemnity insurance, and thus' reduce operating costs.
In THE LONG HAUL plans are outlined that detail the searching, time consuming efforts that eventually will fill the many gaps in knowledge of living resources of
the sea and their environment. Insufficient knowledge hampers our conservation of these
resources and handicaps their full utilization. New methods of finding and catching fish, as
well as handling, preserving, and transporting the catch, are needed. Impairment of
natural habitat by man's activities has severely injured important inshore fisheries and
needs more intensive study.
Some problems of the fishing industry are countrywide; others are regional in
nature and require individual attention. Because local problems require first-hand knowledge of local conditions, detailed planning will be done at the regional level. Special attention must be given to such difficult problems as Japanese and Russian fishing pressure
in the North Pacific; effects of foreign competition on U.S. fisheries for tuna off California and Latin America, for shrimp in the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic coasts, and
for groundfish in New England. Solution to the problems of manmade changes in the environment such as effects of dams on anadromous fish, dredging, and other environmental
changes on fish and shellfish must be found. The ravages of pests and diseases on shellfish on all coasts, and fluctuations in abundance of shrimp in the Gulf of Mexico are examples of serious problems that threaten various segments of the fisheries. Foreign
materials such as pesticides and other chemicals are polluting the natural waters. These
problems are urgent and results must be attained quickly if the natural waters are to be
maintained for fish production.
An important aspect of long range planning is participation by the Bureau in
the National Oceanography Program. This program, strongly endorsed by the Department and the Administration, and supported by the Congress, is now moving at an accelerated pace. The Bureau is cooperating with other Federal agencies, through the Interagency Committee on Oceanography, and is assuming its full share of responsibility for
planning and investigation. One of the first requirements in this program and in the proper
sta!fing of current Bureau activities is the training of scientists of high caliber. Another
is the provision of adequate laboratories and ships. As these programs provide the necessary scientific personnel and facilities, the Bureau's oceanographic research can grow
at a greater rate. This will provide the proper balance between basic research and research directed at certain specific problems of the fisheries.
In addition to the Bureau's programs designed to assist the domestic fishing
industry, which of course will benefit the cons umer indirectly, acceleration is planned
for research and service programs designed more specifically to benefit the American
consumer.
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Bureau scientists will intensify studies on the composition of fishe ry products
to provide data for use by dietitians, physicians, and homemakers in developing properly
balanced diets. These studies will concentrate on such essential food components as
amino acids, minerals, fats, and vitamins.
Through research new methods for improving the handling of raw materials
and developing better preservation techniques, including freeze drying and irradiation
pasteurization, will be sought. The development of standards of grade for the principal
fishery products will be expanded, and the Bureau's voluntary inspection service, which
utilizes these standards, will be continued to assure the housewife of certified quality
through the use of Department of the Interior quality grade labels.
The Bureau believes the goals of this report are consistent with, and will
contribute to, the Department of the Interior's balanced program of conservation and wise
use of natural resources. It further believes that many of the plans outlined here will be
of benefit to the ever-growing marine sport fishery and will complement the programs of
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
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INTRODUCTION
The fisheries of America have played a unique part in this country's economy
since its founding. John Cabot, returning to England in 1498 from
Long
North America, stated that "the sea there is swarming with fish
Ago
which can be taken not only with the net, but in bas kets let down
with a stone." Historians record that the founders of the Plymouth
Colony came to America to serve God and to catch fish.
The colorful New Bedford and Nantucket whaling fleets ranging the oceans of
the world in the 19th century were a large factor in fo r lI'.ing the
In Peace
bonds which eventually joined Hawaii to the United States. The great
and War
salmon fisheries have been a principal support of Alaska through
the years and have been a greater source of wealth than all the gold
produced there since the Alaska gold rushes began. During World War II, the s pectacular
tuna clipper fleet furnished the ships and the men which maintained contact with our beleaguered troops during their initial days of perilously slight foothold on the Solomon
Islands, and these same fishing boats helped supply small island gar riso ns throughout the
vast reaches of the Pacific during the entire war. U.S. trawlers and purs e seiners also
went to war as minesweepers and patrol vessels.
In addition to these colorful episodes of the past, the fi s heries were, and still
are, of major economic importance to ma ny sections of the United
An Asset
States. When allied industries servicing and selling fishery p ....odToday
ucts are considered, the contribution of these res ources to the
Nation's economy is substantial. The 5 billion po und per y".:ar fish
catch itself, when processed, is worth well over a billion dollars annually at the retail
level. Employment, direct and indirect, is furnished to more than half a million persons.
The recreational use of our fishery resources is showing phenomenal grf) wth;
and large industries, such as sport fishing gear manufacturers, pa rty- boat operators, and
others, are supported by the more than 20 million Americans who fish for sport each
year.
Our aquatic resources are far more valuable than is indicated by the number
of persons they support or the dollar value of their products:
1. They are living, ret\ewable resources that can continue
tribution to oui" welfare forever if we treat them wisely.

to

make their con-

2. They enrich our diet with variety. Counting only those items abundant and
popular enough to be found on every grocery shelf or in every frozen food case, there are
a dozen staple main dish items; and if the less usual is sought, the list expands into
hundreds of products.

1

3. They promote health, providing dietary supplements such as vitamins,
trace minerals, and other essential requirements in wider variety than any other class
of foods.
4. They have, because of the properties of their protein and oils, potential
uses as pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals which are only beginning to be realized.
5. They develop the seafaring qualities of our people and provide marine facilities and equipment that may be needed in times of emergency.

THE CHANGING WORLD
For years this valuable resource, and the industry based on it, have been
taken too much for granted; now the nation finds itself faced
The Food Fish
with an inRELATIONSHIP OF UNITED STATES POPULATION
Industry
creasingly
TO FOOD FISH CATCH AND IMPORTS, 1935-62
serious
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
crisis . Postwar economic,
BILLION POUNOS
MIL LION PERS(
political, and social problems
and century-long trends in reI S(
4 5
... '
...'
...
source utilization have com, ..., ..."
161
4.0
u. S PQPULA T I ON " , , ,
bined to impose upon the fishing in... , ... --,dustry pressures almost too strong
35
/,,'
U S, FOOD fISH CATCH
for it to bear. While much of the
---- ,--------------/
economy is enjoying unprecedented
12
prosperity, with national income at
Ie
an alltime high, and with a growing
population creating an even larger
20
market and greater consumption of
fishery products, the domestic food
I 5
fish industry is shrinking. Basically, this shrinkage has resulted
1.0
from many factors: Unwise use or
5
fluctuations of the resources; increased production costs; competition from other animal protein
foods and from high-quality products abroad; increased competition for the resources of the sea by the nations of the
world; and a lack of knowledge of the sea, of the biology of its resources, and of the relationships between them. Until 1950 the catch of food fish generally paralleled our
population growth. During the period fro m 1950 to 1962, production of food fish dropped
24 percent while the population increased about 23 percent. In the same period imports
of food fish have grown over 100 percent. Americans are not eating less fish--but more
of what they eat is coming from foreign sources.

I
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-
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While this has been happening to the catch of food fish the catch of industrial
fish used for animal feed supplements for oil and other indus. Industrial Fish
trial us es for pet food and for bait has grown enough to keep the
total catch on the upgrade. In 1962 the industrial fish catch was 70
percent greater than in 1950. Imports of industrial fish products have increased also.
In recent years imports of these products have represented the equivalent of 25 to 55
percent of the domestic supply of industrial fish. The demand must be kept high if
American markets are to absorb the industry's increasing catch and the rapid increase
in imported industrial fish products.
Looking at the fisheries as a whole it can be seen that whereas the domestic
fisheries supplied about 80 percent of the market for both edible
U. S. Market:
and inedible products in the years from 1947 to 1950, they supplied
The World's
only 53 percent in 1962. In Annex 1 comparative data is given on the
Best
trends in some of the leading fisheries as well as in the whole industry. It is evident that the burden has not fallen evenly upon all of
the fisheries. Many of the major fisheries are facing serious difficulties, but the New
England trawl fishery, shrimp fisheries of the South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico, and
the tuna fishery, in particular, can be regarded as examples of the periodic problems
which American fisheries face in the changing world of today.
The oldest, and still one of the most important fisheries, is the New England
fishery operating from Boston and other New England ports. It
Major
produces most of the domestic supply of packaged frozen fish, such
Fisheries in
as haddock, ocean perch, and flounder fillets. Between 1949 and
Trouble
1961 the Massachusetts trawler fleet shrank 40 percent; its catch,
30 percent.
U.S. policy in the postwar years has encouraged the development of trade including the trade in fishery products. This country's growing
markets for frozen and canned fi s h, coupled with the high standard
Foreign
of living and prices, have stimulated fishing countries around the
Competition
world to export fishery products to the United States. Tuna from
Japan and Peru; shrimp from Mexico, Panama, and about 40 other countries; fish meal
and oil from Peru, Angola, and Canada; and groundfish blocks and fillets from Canada,
Iceland, Norway, Denmark, and West Germany are but a few examples.
The New England trawler fleet is shrinking. Attrition is taking place in this
trawl fishery for several reasons. The ocean perch fishery resource near the New England shore has been depleted. More and
Shrinking
more effort is required by fishermen to harvest this slow growing
Markets for
species. Fishermen are forced to go farth er and farther from port
American Fish
to secure payload quantities. Exploitation of this resource has beco me less and less profitable during recent years and consequently annual landings are in
a pronounced downtrend. Paralleling the decline in redfish landings has been an increase
in the quantity of groundfish imported by New England processors from Canada and, to a
smaller extent, from other countries which traditionally fish the North Atlantic. Another
reason for the decline of the number of vessels in the New England trawl fishery has been
the high cost of maintaining and replacing those vessels. Vessel construction costs in the
United States are much higher than abroad. Even with substantial Government subsidies,
American fishermen feel that they cannot profitably co mpete with imports from other
co untries. In general, earnings of the New England trawler fishery have not been
3

sufficiently high and competitive with other industries to attract young men. Consequently,
a major share of the American market for groundfish has been lost. Domestic fishermen
retained only about one-third of the market for groundfish fillets in 1961.
How has this come about? Looking at the surfa<.::e it is easy to see how. The
new technology of freezing, developed largely in the fishing indus Markets
try, has made such fishery products as haddock fillets, tuna, and
Attractive to
shrimp international commodities. They ship easily and efficiently
Other Nations
by present-day packaging methods and fit well into present trends
of frozen food merchandising. The American market is very attractive, especially to countries depending heavily on fishery resources, and the American tariff structure provides few trade barriers.

u.s.

The U.S. fishing industry has not been passiVe. It has made many of its products more attractive to the American housewife. In some areas,
operations at sea and ashore are more efficient. In fact, the AmeriThe Struggle
can industry has competed for its share of the American market
for Markets
so intensely, and with such effect, that some competitors abroad
can no longer rely on their intrinsically lower costs of production but have had to invoke
substantial aid from their governments. It is always difficult to arrive at the amount of
government aid in meaningful terms. But taking only the more direct and obvious elements such as subsidies for salt, bait, bait storage, vessel construction, and price supports into account, one country, as an illustration, has provided an annual subsidy in
recent years of about 1 cent per pound, an amount equal to the margin of profit for many
species at the processing level. Such differentials play an important part in gaining access to American markets.
While helping itself as much as possible in the direct economic sphere, the
U.S. fishing industry has also sought to strengthen its position in
other quarters. It has sought Governmental recognition of its needs
Government
through legislation. The first step was taken by passage of the
Aid for ReSaltonstall-Kennedy Act in 1954, and a larger, more decisive step,
search, Depassage of the comprehensive Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956, folvelopment,
lowed. The first made a portion of the customs receipts from imand Services
ported aquatic products available for Governmental research, development, and services. The second freed these moneys from certain limitations; set up
a loan fund to help vessel owners; and strengthened the arm of the Government's fishery
service by a reorganization, by a declaration of national fishery policy, and by a clear
authorization of functions intended to afford opportunity and assistance to the fishing industry more nearly equal to those available to American industry generally. Vessel
mortgage insurance and construction differential subsidy programs also have been
authorized and are in operation.
The broad intent of the policy is to strengthen the industry and to conserve the
resource through research, development, and services. To strengthen
Short Range
the industry requires recognition of the factors seen in a first quick
and Long
look. To conserve the resource, while keeping the industry strong,
Range
requires a longer, deeper, and more searching examination. The
Programs
first look suggests that immediate, urgent steps are needed to prevent the industry's position from deteriorating further. These constitute a short range program. The second look searches for the trends which have led to
this present crisis, and for the solutions needed to reverse the trend as we look toward
the future. This points to a long range plan with which most of the report is concerned.
4

Many New England trawlers are tied up and rusting at the dock while the markets for domestically caught fish have shrunk.

Russian mothership and gi II netter on Georges Bank. Incursion of
Soviet fishing fleet into traditional American grounds is of great
concern to the industry and the Bureau .
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Many

Pacific

coast tuna clippers recently have been con v erted to

purse seining with increased efficiency. Private capit a l and Government financing have each been instrumental in aiding moderni zat ion
of the tropical tuna fishery.

The Bureau has set quality standar ds for f i shery commod i ties , which
help enable the housewife to get wh at she pays for . A voluntary inspection service of the Bureau helps i n sur e that standards are compi ied with and label s are correct.
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PART I - ACTION NOW
The following short range plan is designed to improve the competitive position
of the U.S. fishing indus try to meet the growing demand for fishery
Short Range
products throughout the world. In recent years it has not been able
Planning
to do this, especially for edible fishery products.
This short range plan is not intended as a solution to the deep rooted, basic
proble ms that are associated with the conservation of resources and the harvesting,
processing, and marketing of fishery products. These problems and the Bureau's long
range plan designed to solve them are discussed in Part II - The Long Haul.
The Bureau believes its short range goal should be to strengthen the ability
of the fishing industry sufficiently to improve its competitive posiThe Goal
tion and to increase its share of an expanding world market.
To reach this goal we recommend:
1. That, consistent with the public interest and in accord with the
industry's justifiable needs, continued efforts be made to provide the
fishing industry with assistance comparable to that provided by the
Government for industry generally.
2. That in tariff negotiations under the Trade Expansion Act, the relatively low level of U.S. fishery duties be given appropriate consideration; and that the present domestic tariff structure for fishery products be thoroughly studied with a view toward possible modifications
to correct disparities which may be found to exist in the classification
of duties.
3. That a workable method be developed to offset possible adverse effects of subsidies by foreign countries to producers who export fishery
products to the United States.
4. That Public Law 86-516--fishing vessel construction subsidy--which
was enacted to reduce the cost of acquiring domestically built fishing
vessels--be extended and amended to be of more substantial aid to the
fishing industry generally.
5. That the Bureau continue to work toward development of equitable biiateral and multilateral international agreements based upon scientific
evidence and conservation principles to resolve existing controversies. Such problems arise from the activities of the fishermen who
fish in areas of the high seas close to the coasts of other countries,
or who harvest stocks of fish jointly with fishermen of other countries.
Some of these responsibilities are being discharged under existing
conventions concerning salmon, halibut, tuna, and fur seals in the
Pacific; groundfishes in the Atlantic; fisheries of the Great Lakes;
and whales in all oceans. Other international agreements may be
necessary as circumstances warrant.
7
866-405 0 - 63 - 2
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6. That when problems involving similar segments of U.S. and foreign
fisheries exist, meetings to exchange information be encouraged.
I.

That the Government increas e its efforts to develop and expand foreign
markets for exportable fishery products.

8. That provision be made to obtain more adequate information on fishery
developments and markets in key foreign areas.
9. That the results of new technical findings which hold promise of increasing both the production and processing efficiency of the U.S. fishing industry and improving the quality of the product be disseminated
promptly, and, in turn, that the industry take measures to insure early
application of new developments and findings.
10. That industry-Government efforts to develop quality standards be
accelerated.
11. That joint market promotional and advertising campaigns by U.S. and
foreign producers be encouraged to stimulate consumption of fishery
products in the United States and in foreign countries.
12. That the Bureau, in cooperation with universities, professional
societies, research institutions, and other public and private agencies,
take expanded action to stimulate the development of competent research scientists in the fields of biological and physical oceanography
in numbers to meet the rapidly expanding research needs.
13. That aggressive safety programs be continued to decrease alarmingly
high fishing vessel hull and protection and indemnity insurance so as
to reduce operating costs.
This brief listing does not tell the whole story. Details of these 13 steps follow:
The U.S. fishing industry has long resisted direct subsidization or price supports, believing that production controls would inevitably follow.
Acceptable
The Bureau does not suggest this particular type of financial aid.
Assistance
But to save a number of important segments of the fishing industry,
various types of assistance that are consistent with the public
interest may be necessary until long-term solutions can take effect. Those types of
assistance which are generally accepted and have proved helpful to other industries
should be examined for their applicability to the fishing industry. 'Equalizing the cost of
vessel construction with that of other nations is an example of such assistance.
In 1950 the Department of the Interior became a member of the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agree ments and, later, the Trade
Tariffs
Policy Committee, the groups which advise the President on trade
policy matters. In earlier years many of the duties on dutiable
fish ry products had been reduced by 50 to 75 percent from base schedules of 1930.
8

Tariffs offer only a minimum of protection to domestic fishery products. In
1961 the average duty on all fishery imports, in terms of the ad valorem equivalent on
value, was 42 percent less than the similar duty on all imports. About 43 percent of the
imports of edible fishery products, for example, were dutiable in 1961, at rates reduced
by trade agreements. About 18 percent were completely free of duty and bound against
increase. Another 27 percent were also free of duty, but not bound. Of the remainder,
only about 11 percent were duty-bound at the full rate, and only 1 percent was dutiable
and not subject to trade agreement concessions.
Our tariff structure for fishery products is based upon trade patterns of the
1930's and needs to be studied in relation to present trade patterns which are substantially different from those existing when the Tariff Act of 1930 was enacted. While a
number of changes in tariff policy have occurred since 1930, they have not kept pace
with economic and technological changes that have altered the effectiveness of established duties. For example, d'lring this period many new fishery products, such as fish
blocks and tuna loins and disks, have entered international trade. Since these products
were not provided for in the original tariff classification, they were necessarily fitted
into the classification category that appeared to be the most appropriate. The result is
that many fishery products have been classified at rates which appear unrelated to the
relative value of the product.
A study of the current tariff structure should be made to provide for modifications where necessary and to remedy disparities in classifications and duties, all within
the administration's policy to reduce tariffs and stimulate trade.
Many imported fishery products with which the domestic industry must compete are produced at lower costs. In addition, many countries proCompetition
vide financial assistance in the form of subsidization, loans, and
From Foreign
other aids. These factors make it difficult for the domestic inSubsidized
dustry to compete effectively with some imported fishery products,
and avenues should be explored to attempt to alleviate this situation.
Products
U.S. high seas fishermen have had to compete with foreign fishermen working
vessels built at far lower costs because American fishermen are
Aid to Offset
precluded by law from building abroad. Estimates of the disadvantage run as high as 50 percent of the cost of vessel construcForeign Lowtion. A similar situation was long ago recognized and is now largely
Cost Vessels
rectified in the Merchant Marine fleet, where new building for
some years has been aided substantially by the Government. On June 12, 1960, Congress
eased this disparity by enacting Public Law 86-516. However, under the terms of this
new Act, only those segments of the industry which are found to be injured or threatened
with injury by reason of increased imports are eligible for the construction subsidy.
Also, the subsidy is payable for a period of 3 years only. This program should be continued and expanded to include more segments of the fishing industry and to increase the
proportionate amount of the subsidy.
Help with shipbuilding will tend to equalize competition with foreign fishing
vessels, but it does not touch the problems of the higher costs of operation in this
country (costs which incidentally are made higher by assistance to other American industry, such as price-supported cotton which goes into fishing nets), and U.S. technical
and financial aid to foreign fishing operations.

Today a number of important fisheries depend upon stocks of fish found at one
time or another in the high seas close to the coasts of foreign
countries, or upon stocks of fish that are also harvested by foreign
Conflicts
fishermen.
The resulting competition for these resources leads to
Over Fishing
conflicts
over
fishing rights, frictions, and dislocations of fishing
Rights
practices which increase costs and in the end threaten U.S. fishermen with loss of access to thes e resources. Today these conflicts are serious for some
segments of the industry. In the long r un, with an expanding industry, their effects will be
more broadly felt. The Bureau must increase its efforts to find bases for bilateral or
multilateral agreements which will solve current problems in a manner which is both
equitable and sound and will provide a means for dealing with similar problems in the
future. A better understanding of the economic, political, and biological factors involved,
both domestic and foreign, will be necessary . A basis which takes these factors fully
into account will provide enduring solutions . An immediate step is to improve substantially means for obtaining information that will bring about this improved understanding.
In certain instances the critical problems faced by the domestic fishing industry of the United States are common to those of the fishing inInternational
dustries in one or more other countries. In such cases an exchange
Meetings
of information will go far toward solving these problems to the advantage of all countries involved. When it appears that such conditions exist, meetings should be encouraged, subject, of course, to the national interest.
In contrast to the large, growing volume of imports, relatively few fishery
items are exported from the United States to foreign markets. HowForeign Markets ever, some domestic producers of the se items depend extensively
upon foreign sales. With the economic position of many foreign
for Domesti c
countries improving, an opportunity exists to regain lost markets
Products
and develop new ones. A foreign marketing program would extend
to the fishing industry the type of foreign marketing assistance
that has proven so beneficial to domes tic agriculture. Without early assistance of this
type, even further foreign market losses may be suffered by domestic fisheries which
largely depend upon the export market for their survival.
Each year technical developments and changing market conditions in foreign
fisheries have an increasingly greater effect on domestic fishFishery
eries. Adequate knowledge of these developments and changes as
they occur is essential to the domestic industry and the GovernAttaches
ment. Within the past few years fishery attache posts have been
established at Mexico City, Tokyo, and Copenhagen. The value of these posts has been
demonstrated . However, many important geographical areas of the world remain inadequately covered. At least three additional posts in Europe, Asia, and Africa are vitally
needed to cover worldwide developments of significance to the American fishing industry.
The fishing industry has been quick to make many improvements, but the
prompt use of additional modern techniques can help it acquire new
Prompt
vigor and improve its competitive position. Examples of moderniApplication
zation that can be of great help in various fl ee t and shore plants
of Technical
include full us e of the following: (1) electronic depth-finding and
Findings
fish - finding equipm e nt and modern navigational aids; (2) improved
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net materials; (3) m echanic al aids; e .g., power block; (4) landing, holding, unloading, and
butchering techniques that are economical and rapid, yet appropriate to the high- value
protein food involved. Still othe r examples of improvements that must be sought include
the utilization of the air-bubbl e c urtain principle in fishing, the wider use of midwater
trawls, and th e utilization of fish ery produc ts preserved by nuclear irradiation. The Bureau has a responsibility to infor m th e indus try of these developments. Only by an awareness of possibilitie s for improvements and the aggressive application of new techniques
and equipment can th e industry move forwa rd and take full advantage of the advances in
research, developme nt, and services envis ioned in this report.
Industry-Gover nment coope r ation in the past has resulted in the establishment
of programs to (1) develop nationwide voluntary U.S. standards of
Higher
qu ality for fis hery products and (2) inspect fish ery products for
Quality
conformity with the standards. The standards development program
affor ds indus try the tools and techniques for advantageous improducts
provements in plant sanitation and quality control procedures. With
the broade r application of these approved cont rol measures to the screening of incoming
raw materials received fr om the fi shermen, to the design and maintenance of processing
equipment within the plant, a nd to the promotion of good sanitary practices aboard the
vessels and in the processing plants, higher quality fishery products will reach the consumer and will benefit the indus t ry by greater consumer acceptance. There is need, too,
for assistance to indus try in the marketing of perishable fishery products. The Bureau
believes that although r apid improvements in the quality of fishery products have been
made during the past few years, even greater efforts in this area will supply special
impetus to inc re a s e consumption of fishery products, not only in this country but
throughout the world.
Since the United States is the world's principal market for fishery products
exported by other countries, the burden of stimulating consumer
Joint Market
interest rests jointly on the for eign as well as the U.S. processors
who
sell in this market. Some efforts along these lines already
Promotions
have been made--others are in process. The extent of participaAdvocated
tion in market promotion should be proportionate to the share of
the marke t en joyed by domestic and foreign processors. The Bureau can exert a beneficial catalytic action by encouraging this type of accepted consumer stimulation.
The Bureau recognizes the critical and growing need for trained research
scientists to increase knowledge of the living resources of the sea.
Training
This need will be met only if the Bureau is successful in stimulating the interest of promising young students in the marine
Marine
sciences and providing them with the type of education and training
Scientists
that will best equip them to carry out r esearch assignments.
Toward thes e ends the Bureau is analyzing and evaluating its experience as the largest
single e mployer of marine research scientists for the purpose of defining the optimum
academic preparation and training for marine biological r esearch. The results of this
evaluation will be used to improve standards of selection and to encourage students to
ente r the fieid of marine science by making careers in marine science more attractive
to talented students. To accomplish this, the Bureau is taking action to utilize more effectively the capabilities of its employees who demonstrate high potential for research,
and to maintain a working environment for the res earch scientist that will provide the
nec e ss ar y professional contacts, recognition, and training opportunities. The Bureau
is curr ently expanding its support of the training of marine scientists through grants for
fellowships and research to univer sities and research institutions.
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One of the principal contributors to increasing operating costs for the fishing
industry has been the sharply rising vessel hull and protection and
Insurance
indemnity insurance costs. This rapid increase in the cost of
Reductions
insurance has been caus ed by th e rapidly rising rate of sinkings
and accidents to vessels and th e number and size of personal
Can Offset
injury
claims. The loss expe rie nce of insurance companies has
Rising Costs
caused many to withdraw fr om the fishing vessel insurance field,
and the decreased competition between companies has br ought even higher rates. While
fishing is accepted as a hazardous occupation, many of the m arginal accidents can be
elimiI'ated by carefully planned joint safety campaigns of indus try and Government.
Government safety officers can analyze accident records, point out danger spots which
need protective devices, test new safety equipment and bring it to the attention of the
industry, develop appropriate safety literature and posters, and coordinate safety
campaigns. With personal injuries decreased, the costs cf vessel ope rations can be reduced, making U.S, products more competitive with imports and competing animal protein
products.
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A Meteorologist (right), explains the method for determining monthly
changes in sea surface temperature. Observing are two Stanford University students employed part time in oceanographic studies of the North
Pacific Ocean.

Systematic collection and analysi s of plankton organi sms as part of a study of
ocean environment are conducted in both the Atlantic and the Pacif.c. Here a
Bureau biologist is sorting fish larvae taken by the M (V Theodore N. G 1110
Atlantic coast water s.
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PART II - THE LONG HAUL
A deeper look into complex problems facing the fi(3hing industry today is a
look into the major long-term trends that have produced the critical
Long Range
problems now showing on the surface. The short range plan recommends actions which can be taken immediately to remedy some
Planning
obvious ills. These recommendations leave untouched underlying
basic problems of economics, biology, technology, and oceanography for which we must
seek solutions. These problems must be identified and a long range plan design.ed to help
solve them. In short, we must understand the relationships between the resource and its
environment. Then we must use this basic knowledge to utilize more completely and
economically the living resources of the sea and of our major bodies of fresh water.

Future

It is necessary not only to define the present problems and deal with them,
but also to look ahead and prepare for the future. This is essential
Problems for short and long range planning.

Worldwide dependence upon ocean resources is destined to become very much
greater as the world's population grows. With the total population
World Trend
expected to increase fr~m over 3 billion in 1962 to 6 billion as
early as 2000, full economic development and use of aquatic resources is essential to our future well-being. This country, though lavishly supplied with
food now, cannot hope to remain immune from these future world population pressures.
The U.S.

m~rket

for fishery products has already expanded rapidly due to the
growth of our population from 151 million persons in 1950 to more
Balance
than 190 million in 1963. This continuing increment will require
more than a 3-billion-pound increase in the supply of fish by 1980.
Resource
This country cannot afford to rely solely on foreign sources to
Utilization
supply this increase. Balanced utilization requires that a proportionate amount of this increase be provided by growth in domestic production. In the long
view, maintenance of presently used resources and development of the latent resources
of the sea assume great importance to the well-being of our country.
The interest of the Government in fishery research was first stimulated by
the fear of overfishing--fear that fishing would be so intensive that
Fear of
the resource could no longer sustain itself by natural reproduction .
Overfishing
This led to a program of artificial propagation of fish and 50 years
ago hatcheries were hailed as the answer to all the troubles of the fishing industry.
Meanwhile, a more sophisticated concept was developing, based on the knowledge that an optimum sustained annual yield can be harvested from
Scientific
any living resource, and that this optimum yield can be determined
Fishery
by scientific research . This is the goal for fisheries just as it is
Management
for agricultural, forest, and game management.
Concurrent with this evolution in the philosophy of fishery management, the
realization grew that nature also affects the abundance of aquatic
Natural
animals and their vulnerability to capture. These changes wrought
Fluctuations
by nature can cause fluctuations in the catch that may work
Important
great hardship on the industry, and which often are attributed
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erroneously to the effects of fishing. The modern concept reco
potential harvest depends upon the effects of fishing and other manm
mortality, and upon fluctuations caused by natural forces.
Our population growth, the change from rural to urban e nom,
development have caused increa~in complic non to ur
Man also can
resources: First from domestic wast S; then from d m ,
Deplete the
wastes, channel and harbor improvements, mar h dr in
Supply
conversion of marshlands and bac waters to resid nil
dustrial sites. More recently the widespread and rapidl
use of insecticides, herbicides, and detergents, and a host of other techn 1 1
ments have posed serious threats. And now the possible dang rs introdu ~ b
of radioactive wastes from research, industry, and nuclear pow~r ed ShIP Int
waters are a real problem.
The changing ways of American life also have caused changes in
Prosperity and high standards of living, interactin with h
Our Changing
growth of the world's populations, have placed th '.5. fi hi
Ways of Life
dustry at a competitive disadvantage with other fishm n
many of which can land fish on our shores at pric s th t
Have Had
bring a profit to our own people. The need to incr as fi
Substantial
ciency,
by shortening the time or effort necessary to m
Effects
and bring it to port, has never been more urgent. Pro rl
biological and oceanographic research and exploratory fishing and gear r s
make important contributions to this objective.
Many of the older fisheries have become mature in the sens
creases in the amount of fishing or extension of th f
Research for
will not bring about an enduring increase in )'i Id. or
eries, an increase in fishing in ensity divides th ca c
Increased
more fishermen with a smaller share going to ach,
Productivity
adequate controls are not applied, take so many fi
success of reproduction is reduced. From the stocks supporting the old r
increased catches may still be won, not by more fishing but by fishing mor
has already been proven for halibut and may soon be proved for haddo '. h
base for accomplishing such increased productivity is adequat scientific
gained through a well-balanced, sustained research program.
It would be wrong to create the impression that there has
that the results of past research hav been of no
Too Little
ing industry. But many research projects e n
Too Late
one fishery or another aroused public concern.
menced on a "crash" basis and h ye drained up
equally needed researches, often of greater basic importance. Repect
through many years has spread research effort too thin and has prev nt
fundamental problems.
levertheless, a great deal has been learned about th ft h
studied, and this fund of knowled e la)
firm
Enough Effort
rapid advan e toward aimn the addict n 1
for practi 1 appli ation . For m n f th i
To Do the Job
1

considerabl e knowledge of the necessary details of life history, such as spawning times
and places, migrations, age, and rate of growth, is available. For some, we have learned
how to measure natural mortality ~nd fishing mortality and the rates at which these can
take place and the stocks still be replenished. The time has come when an adequate force
applied to the remaining problems will yield the knowledge required to apply the right
amount and kind of fishing effort to get the maximum sustainable yield in the most efficient manner.
Carefully planned and adequately supported research is therefore a prime
element in the recommended plan. It includes not only catching up
The Job to
with events in our traditional fisheries, but embraces the developbe Done
ment of basic knowledge which we hope will lead to controlled
shellfish culture on an industrial scale. For the erratic pelagic
fisheries of the open sea, it embraces also the study of the fluctuating ocean environment as it affects fish supplies, with a view to alleviating the disorganizing effects of
alternate scarcities and superabundance. For anadromous and inland fisheries, it embraces development of methods to mitigate the effects of power dams and other water
resource developments. The goal through research is twofold: To keep our fishery resources at their highest productivity now and to leave them healthy and productive for
posterity, and to ascertain how to harvest greater quantities of living resources of the
sea by new and vastly more efficient methods.
Making the most of traditional fish resources should be supplemented by developing new ones. If the United States is to have a dynamic, growNew Resources ing industry, it must, like other industries, look to new supplies
and new products. Exploration and development is an exhausting,
time-consuming, and extremely expensive undertaking regardless of whether it is aimed
at the location of new oil fields, mineral deposits, or fishing grounds. Huge oil exploratory efforts seem commonplace because they have been given much publicity. Fishery
exploration is just as difficult and expensive. But because of the initial cost and the
extremely high risks for a relatively low monetary return, development of new fisheries
must lag unless the cost is widely spread, as it is when the Government undertakes it.
The discovery of additional fishery resources becomes a principal concern of the Bureau if it is to assist the fisheries to keep pace with population growth and other industry
development.
In another field and for similar reasons, the fishing industry has also lost
ground during the upsurge in our economy. Other growing indusKeeping Pace
tries have increased their efficiency of production through imWith Methods
proved machinery and processes. But in many areas fishing is
practiced today much as it was 100 years ago. Some mechanization has taken place but it has been very modest. Indeed, many of the engineering data
required for improvement of gear do not exist, and it is impossible for small business
units, such as the individual vessel owner, to develop much information. Again, if the
mdustry is to keep pace, gear improvement must enter the planning. This holds for fish
finding as well as fish catching. Instrument companies are developing many new contrivnccs, almost always aimed at a market far larger than our fishing fleet. Adaptation of
uch instruments to fishery use becomes necessary to accomplish desired goals. Methods
to br . down age-old prejudices against improvements in efficiency of catching techmques, in the mistaken belief that they will lead directly to depletion, must be developed
nd promoted.
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Technol ogical research to develop new and better products, improved preservation processes, and other improvements tending to swell the
Te chnological
flow of consumer products, is a necessity in our expanded economy.
Advances
Large industrial establishments have their own research departments for these purposes, but in fisheries, as in agriculture, this
r es earch as s istance is forthcoming only if the costs are divided among the many.
Requirements are similar with respect to statistical and trade reporting
services, market development, and economic studies, all of which
Trade and
are specified as functions of the fishery arm of the Government
Market Service s by the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956.
The following pages develop policies in greater detail, describe the problems,
and outline projects that should receive attention if the trend is to swing upward for the
fishing industry in the near future. As will appear, this plan of research, development,
and services is geared also to participation of the Government's partners in this effort:
the States, international organizations, the fishing industry, the consumer, and the general public.
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THE NATIONAL FISHERY POLICY
The Congress established a sound and comprehensive national policy in the
Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956:
It is the National Fishery Policy to:
(1) Increase and maintain forever, for the people of the United States, a
fishery resource capable of yielding the maximum annual product.

(2) Strengthen and maintain a vigorous fishery industry by assuring full

and fair access to its raw materials and full and fair access to the American
market.
(3) Do these things in partnership with the States and in full accordance
with our international obligations, and without sacrificing the system of free
enterprise.

Legislative authority and responsibility for carrying out this policy stem not
alone from the Act of 1956, but also from a number of previous Acts.
These Acts prescribe further details of policy and assign a multitude of functions, as may be expected from the varied nature of the fishery rePolicy,
sources and fishery industry and the diverse problems which beset
Functions
them. They recognize also the lack of uniformity in the functions
and jurisdictions of the fishery arms of the several State governCoordination
ments. They involve also the coordination of functions between the
several Federal bureaus and agencies that have activities bearing upon fisheries.
Most important of these functions is coordination with the Department of
State to ensure that U.S. fishermen have the right to fish on the
International
high seas, and the fishing industry has general equal access to
markets. It must be a paramount element in the Bureau's policy
Rights
to give strong support to the Department of State in this field.
In carrying out the national fishery policy in the domestic field, the functions
and responsibilities of a number of other groups and organizations
Policy Details
must be considered. The policy in this area should assure, on the
one hand, that necessary functions are not neglected, and on the
other hand, that Federal activities do not conflict with or duplicate those of the other
organizations. The Government should leave to private initiative all the functions that
citizens can perform privately. It should use the level of Government closest to the community for all public functions that can be handled at such level. Cooperative governmental arrangements should be utilized where appropriate to obtain eccmomical performance and popular approval. National action should be reserved for residual participation where State and local governments are not fully adequate, and for continuing
responsibilities which only the National Government can undertake. According to this
policy:
1. The Federal Government should not regulate commercial fisheries in any
tat waters, except as may be required by treaty.
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2. The Federal Government should provide for conservation research where
it has the pdmary regulatory obligation, where it becomes the research agency under
international convention or interstate compact, and where widespread resources are
beyond the capability of States individually or jointly to perform comprehensive investigations.
3. The Federal Government should perform directly, or through the States,
the research and surveys necessary to protect and enhance the fish resources on Federal
lands or where Federal engineering projects affect the resources.
4. The Federal Government should be consistent within itself. Interbureau
and interdepartmental cooperation is vital where functions of more than one agency relate to the fisheries.
5. The Federal Government should provide services and pursue research in
areas where fishermen, the fish trade, the fishing industry, or the State are not capable
of providing for them without Federal assistance. Technological research and development of new products should have as their goal the solution of basic problems, and should
be carried to the point where industry can carryon the application of these results. Regarding the exploration and development of new fishery resources, the Federal Government should chart new areas of potential production, develop and recommend the gear to
be used, then leave the responsibility for commercial development beyond this point to the
industry itself. Parallel policy criteria should be applied to statistical, marketing, and
other services. In general, the Federal Government should assist the industry in research, development, and services that the industry is incapable of performing and which
will be of general application rather than of benefit to the few.
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PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
Research on aqua tic resources is difficult and costly. Such research must be
done in a medium which is not man's natural environment, gathering information by probing blindly from above, working from
Research Is
extremely expensive yet unstable and crowded platforms (ships),
Costly and
subject to all the vagaries and dangers inherent in oceanic weather,
Difficult
and able to identify the geographic location of our observations
quite inaccurately by scientific standards. It is truly remarkable that with limited resources and relatively primitive methods we have been able to gather so much useful
information about a domain so vast and so mysteri ous as the sea. The problems of devising methods of capture, tracing migrations, studying geographic distribution, and
counting and measuring rates of birth, growth, and mortality of fish e s have been
likened to the task of obtaining similar information about a herd of cattle in a field, from
a balloon drifting above solid cloud cover, with a l ariat as the only sampling tool.
Experience has shown that there is a certain threshold in budgeting for many
kinds of research below which achievements are limited and never
Realism in
fully effective, but above which rapid progress can be made in
reaching objectives . Two principal requirements, intelligent planBudgeting
ning and adequate financial support, must be met if the threshold is
to be identified and surmounted. On the other hand, budgeting must be held within the
bounds of effective use and must not exceed the limits placed by available equipment and
personnel.
The great salmon runs of the Pacific Northwest and Alaska are among the
ation's most valuable fishery resources. Resumption of Japanese
Rehabilitating
high seas salmon fishing after World War II offered a serious
the Salmon
threat to our management program. In 1953 the International Convention for the High Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean,
Resources
with Canada, Japan, and the United States as participants, recognized this problem. At that time the distribution of salmon on the high seas was not
known, and Japan's agreement to abstain from fishing salmon of North American origin
was effected by creating a provisional line at longitude 175 0 W., east of which Japan
agreed not to fish. The task of the scientists was to determine whether salmon of Asian
and lorth American origin intermingle on the high seas; and if so, when and where intermingling occurs. U.S. scientists developed ingenious new techniques to identify continental origin of salmon caught on the high seas, and demonstrated that the valuable red
salmon resources of Alaska dominate high seas catches in a very large area of the
l1erin~ Sea and the North Pacific Ocean, extending conside rably westward of the proviSIOnal line. This proved that Japanese fishermen, even und e r the rather severe restricuons imposed by the Treaty, can take large numbers of North American salmon. This
a scientific achievement of the greatest importance to the U.S. fishing industry.
It has been known for some time that fish oils have unusual characteristics
that set them apart from other animal oils, but the limited l evels
1 dlcinal
of past research prevented developmen t of a sufficient underV lu
f
standing of these characteristics to develop their us es . Recently,
a
concentrated study of the fatty acid components of fish oils has
Fi 11 Oli.s
1 d to a research breakthrough. The unsaturation of th e fatty acids,
'hi h h
limH d [he use of fish oil in its natural form, now shows promise of being a
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valuable characteristic. Research with Bureau funds has shown that these fatty acids are
unusually effective in reducing the level of cholesterol in the serum of animal blood.
Cholesterol is believed by some researchers to be involved in the occurrence of
atherosclerosis, a type of hardening of the arteries. This exciting discovery has attracted
wide attention, and equipment is already set up to produce adequate amounts of highly
purified fish oil fractions for use in medical research. A successful conclusion to this
limited but important phase of research could be of immeasurable value to people
throughout the world.
Many other solid accomplishments have been achieved since the end of World
War II. On the Atlantic coast the Bureau has investigated the deother Solid
cline of the shad fishery and has made recommendations for
Accomplishrehabilitation of runs in certain rivers. The Bureau has discovered
valuable new shrimp groundS off the Alaska peninsula and
ments
in international waters off South America which are now being
fished commercially by U.S. vessels. A great deal has been learned about the behavior of
salmon in fishways, and this has led to simplification of the structure of fishways and to
the design of fishways that are effective in passing salmon over lower dams. The Bureau has developed a method of guiding and capturing fishes with curtains of air bubbl es .
This air-bubble curtain is now in commercial use. It has demonstrated the feasibility of
trawls for catching fish in the Great Lakes, and this development promises to r elieve
economic distress in certain fisheries of that region. Successful methods for eradicating
the destructive sea lamprey from the Great Lakes have been devised, and the next step,
rehabilitation of the lake trout resource, is underway. A voluntary inspection and certification service has been set up for fishery products and standards of quality have been
developed, which will greatly improve marketing of fishery products and which will
assur e the housewife of consistently good quality at the market place. These are but a
few recent achievements.
Oceanography in the broad sense is the study of all phenomena that take place
on and beneath the surface of the sea, whether they relate to the
Oceanography
circulation of the waters, their chemical composition, the contours
and structure of the bottom, or the habits and inter-relationships of
the plants and animals that inhabit all levels of the sea. A principal objective of the work
of the Bureau is the maximum utilization of the living resources of the sea, and the Bureau's research 'program in this area is essentially a program of oceanographic research.
Because the work of the Bureau is of very direct interest to the fishing industry, much of the research program has been oriented toward
Too Little
solution of questions of direct practical concern. Consequently,
Stress on
basic research is only now beginning to receive the attention it deBasic
serves, yet basic research is necessary to the understanding of
Research
the causes of these problems and to deriving results of real and
lasting benefit not only to commercial fisherm e n but also to all
the people of the United States.
Despite what until recently were litpited resources of the Bureau for basic
investigations in oceanography, this field has not been neglected
Achievements
entirely, and several important advances have been made in recent
years.
In the Central PaCific, Bureau scientists have discovered new
in Basic
areas of high biological productivity, heretofore unsuspected, and
Research
have demonstrated that the open ocean is by no means that desert
it was popularly supposed to be. A Bureau scientist discovered also a major new ocean
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current, flowing eastward well beneath the surface and carrying more than a thousand
times the volume of water discharged by the Mississippi River. The Bureau has identified and described the complex oceanographic processes that govern the movement of
skipjack tuna into the area covered by the Hawaiian fishery.
In the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, Bureau scientists are faced with even more
difficult questions, for the important fisheries and concentrations
of marine life are found in the coastal areas where oceanic circuInshore
lation is far more complex. Scientists are just beginning to realize
Oceanography
the great importance of the estuarine environment, which harbors
large permanent stocks of oysters, crabs, and many kinds of fishes, and which is an important nursery ground for young shrimp, menhaden, and other rich marine resources.
This environment is much more complex than the open ocean, hence much more difficult to understand, yet limited efforts in research have been fruitful. We understand
something of the important effects that temperature and salinity changes exert upon the
movements and abundance of clams, oysters, shrimp, crabs, menhaden, and other life .
Bureau scientists have succeeded in the difficult task of learning how to grow and maintain in the laboratory continuing cultures of the microscopic organism that causes
periodic disastrous outbreaks of red tide in the Gulf of Mexico. This achievement means
that we understand the conditions necessary for survival and reproduction of this tiny
organism, the conditions that trigger red tide outbreaks. It means also that we have a
constant supply of these organisms for further research, hence do not need to wait for
outbreaks in order to obtain material for study. The Bureau has been successful in breeding artificially, and maintaining in the laboratory, successive generations of oysters and
clams. This achievement offers eXciting possibilities for breeding shellfish for fast
growth, disease resistance, high survival rate, fatness, flavor, and a host of other desirable qualities. Progress also has been made in the development of chemical controls
for shellfish predators.
In both oceans the Bureau is exploring the relation between meteorological
conditions, oceanography, and the distribution, migrations, and
Environment
abundance of marine life. These new investigations, based at Stanford, Calif., and Washington, D.C., are beginning to clarify the
and Fishery
ways in which changes in atmospheric pressure influence ocean
Resources
current patterns, which in turn alter routes of fish migration and
affect survival and growth rates. In both oceans, also, basic studie"s of distribution,
growth, and survival of fish eggs and larvae in relation to oceanographic conditions have
produced results of wide interest. The new research vessel for the North Atlantic, the
Albatross IV, will allow the Bureau once again to pursue these important oceanic investigations in a region of great international importance, where 12 nations, including the
U.S.S.R ., are operating and expanding their fishing interests.
A long range objective of the Bureau is to expand its activities in basic research to achieve a necessary and equitable balance between basic
Ba ic Ocean
studies and their application to the welfare of the United States and
Re earch
and its citizens. This will require attention to many lines of inquiry
long neglected because facilities are inadequate. Many of these
ne Ie ted fields have been recognized in reports such as those of the Committee on
no raphy of the I 'ational Academy of Sciences . This Committee has recommended
th t th Bureau of Commercial Fisheries begin new work or expand present investigat
in uch diverse fields of oceanographic research as fish survival, disease, and
tor;
n tics, di tribution, and classification of marine life ; possibilities of
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increasing the biological productivity of the sea by adding or redistributing nutrients,
transplanting organisms from one part of the sea to another, or growing animals under
controlled conditions in ponds; utilization of unmanned buoys and other new devices,
such as submersible chambers like the mesoscaph, for making oceanographic observations; determination of physical, chemical, and biological inter-relationships in estuaries;
and cooperation with the Navy, Coast and Geodetic Survey, National Science Foundation,
and other Government agencies in the operation of a National Oceanographic Data Cente r.
The Bureau is increasing its activities in these fields as circumstances and facilities
permit. The Bureau strongly endorses the National Oceanographic Program and is playing a leading part in its development and coordination.
Despite the relatively low per capita consumption of fishery products in the
United States, the domestic market is the most attractiv e in the
world. Advanced distribution and merchandising systems for fr esh,
U.S. Position
frozen, and canned fish and the desire and ability of the Ame rican
in World
consumer to purchase the more expensive products encourage
Fisheries
domestic and foreign producers to seek a share of this market.
Often the domestic producer has been unable to meet foreign competition.
Severe competition for the retail fishery products market is an immediate
problem recognized by everyone associated with the U.S. fi shing
competition
industry. Of equal significance, and becoming more obvious, is the
for the Catch
rapidly developing competition for fishery r e sources of the high
seas. During the period from 1950 to 1961 , the U.S. catch of fish
Increasing
increased only 9 percent (51 million pounds), in contrast to such
striking increases as 1,174 percent (12,680 million pounds) by South America, 135 percent (21,111 million pounds) by Asia exclusive of the U.S.S.R., 133 percent (3,110
million pounds) by Africa, and 99 percent (3,570 million pounds) by the U.S .S.R. Even
more significant is the recent expansion by Japan and Russia, whos e fl eets of large,
modern fishing vessels now roam and fish the oceans of the world.
As the trend by other countries toward large, modern fishing vessels increases, intense competition is developing betwee n nations for the fish ery resources of
the high seas and for markets. Unless present conditions in the fishing industry change,
the United States will have difficulty competing for this source of food. Economic conditions in the industry are not favorable to expansion of high s eas ope rations. The competitive position of many segments of the U.S. fishing industry is such that profits have been
reduced to a point that has discouraged the construction of fishin g ves sels sufficiently
large and efficient to operate in distant waters. Under these conditions it appears that the
U.S. fishing fleet must gradually surrender its position among the l eaders in the high
seas fisheries, and fishing will decline to a minor pOSition among American industries.
Should this happen, the ability of U.S. fisheries to use the high seas for valuable food
supplies will gradually be lost.
Th~ Bureau's purpose is to prevent this decline from happening. It will
accomplish this by finding enough facts about the oceans of the world and the living resources in them to allow U.S. fishermen to harvest the resources more economic ally
and use them more wisely after they are caught. This will lower the cost of production
and ultimate cost to the consumer. In addition, new knowledge will allow conservation
of these resources and preserve their ability to produce at the maximum rate. These
basic investigations will provide valuable side effects. They will add to understanding of
the ocean and its living inhabitants.
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THE TASK--TO CO~SERVE THE RESOURCE AND STRENGTHEN
THE INDVSTRY THROUGH RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT,
AND SERVICES
Two things are vital to industry--supply of raw material and availability of
markets.
The raw materials supply consists of the living resources in rivers, lakes,
estuaries, and the sea. They are the property of no man until
The Resource
caught. In life they are the concern of the people and can be conserved and managed only by governmental authority--local, State,
Federal, or international. Hidden as they are beneath the surface of the water, special
and complicated techniques are needed to find out how they can be managed so as to yield
maximum sustained production; disregarding jurisdictional boundaries, as they do,
necessitates complex arrangements for management responsibility. Those that inhabit
the high seas and are fished by several nations require international provision for sustained-yield management.
~larketing

problems occur as the result of a varied and perishable product,
fluctuating supply, and competition both with a much larger volume
The Market
of domestic agricultural products, and with foreign fishery products from low-cost, dollar-hungary economies. Sometimes the
domestic agricultural products and the foreign fishery products benefit from price supports, subsidies, marketing agreements, and technical assistance programs unavailable
to the domestic fishery products.
The plan the Bureau proposes aims to conserve the resource and to strengthen
the industry to meet the market problem .
Conservation is a much abused term. It means different things to different
people. To peopl e concerned with aesthetic values and the beauty
What Is
of natural things--a virgin forest, a natural scene or majestic
Conservation?
formation of great beauty, or a songbird pouring out a melody--it
means keeping untouched and inviolate such soul-satisfying natural
phenomena. To people interested in development of a particular resource for a particular
use, it means promoting this particular use and protecting the resource against any
other use. To the Bureau, working for all the people and charged with developing a program to conserve important living food resources, conservation means keeping the living
resource in a condition that will provide the maximum sustained yield of products useful
to man. The Bureau believes that this conservation goal will provide the greatest good
to the greatest number of people, and its plan is designed to this end.
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FISHER Y RESEARCH, MANAGEMENT, AND
HABITAT IMPROVEMENT
Fishery management is the development and applicatio n of measures to secure the greatest sustained public benefit from the resources. This means adjusting the
kind and amount of fishing so as to produce the maximum useful product efficiently, while
also maintaining the capacity of the resource to keep on producing at this optimum level.
It also means enlarging wherever possible the productive capacity of the resource through
habitat preservation and improvement.
Sound management requires an understanding of the nature of living resources. The stocks of fish which support the fisheries are selfLiving
renewing. They do not exist in limited quantities, like mineral
Resources
resources, to be used once and thereafter be gone forever. Living
resources are more valuable by far than their annual yield would
Are
suggest. This is true only if they are managed wisely, and this can
Renewable
be done only if the habits of aquatic animals and plants and their
inter-relationships with each other and with the environment are understood.
Most important to fishery utilization is the capacity of a fish population to restore itself after its numbers have been reduced by natural catasA Properly
trophe or by fishing. For this reason, a healthy fishery resource
Fished
is not an untouched population consisting of old, large, slow-growResource
ing individuals, starving each other by using up the available food
Is A
supply and in weakened co ndition falling prey to disease and
predators. On the contrary, a healthy resource is one that is
Health
thinned out, leaving food and room for more of the younger, fastResource
growing individuals to survive. Thes e convert the food of the
environment to fish flesh instead of expending it in the intense activity necessary for
survival in a crowded environment. Fishing, however, can be so intense that too many
fish are removed annually and the population is reduced below the proper level for
maximum annual renewal.
The key to the maximum annual increase in fish flesh, therefore, is to thin
out the population so that it can achieve maximum growth in
Harvesting
poundage. Too little thinning interferes with the survival of young,
slows growth, and leaves fishes to die of natural causes rather
Maximum
than to be harvested by man. Too much thinning takes fish before
Yields
they have passed their period of rapid growth, thereby cutting
down the yield and possibly leaving too few spawners for maximum annual renewal.
The foregoing holds true only where the environment remains constant. Where
the habitat becomes changed or restricted by natural events or by
Habitat
man's intervention, the population has to adjust itself to altered
Destruction
conditions. This change has happened too often in lakes and rivers
where the environment has been ruined by engineering works or
rendered unfit by pollution, and it is happening especially to anadromous fishes like salmon and shad whose migrations to their spawning grounds are being' blocked by dams.
It is beginning to happen to estuarine fishes and shellfish through alteration of foreshore
topography and fouling of the waters by man.
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Just as man can spoil the habitat for fish and shellfish resources, he can
also alter it in ways that would support larger and more producHabitat
tive reso'trces . So wise use should also include habitat improvement.
Improvement
It is easy to state the principles governing wise utilization of living resources
but extremely difficult to apply them. It is difficult because we do
Biological
not have enough facts about most fishery resources or the environResearch
ment in which they live to manage them intelligently. These facts
are hard to get because most of them are hidden beneath the surProblems
face of the water and concern the subtle relations between aquatic
animals and their environment.
Five broad categories of knowledge are needed, and the state of present
knowledge ranges from good to poor approximately in the order listed:

1. Life histories--spawning times and places, ages and rates of growth,
ages at first maturity, and migration patterns.
2. Population units--the extent of independent or degree of mixing between stocks of fish of the same kind.
3. Population renewal characteristics--effects of various rates of fishing on ability of stocks to replenish the supply.
4. Fluctuations due to natural causes--fluctuations in success of spawning and survival, and fluctuations in "availability" to the fisherman (vagaries
of "fishing luck " ).
5. Environment requirements--what alterations in the environment
increase or decrease its capacity to produce. This problem requires detailed
study of lakes and oceans.
For most important kinds of fish and shellfish, the principal life history features ar e fairly well known or will be well known within a few
Life
years as a result of projects now underway. Knowledge in this
Histories
field is fundamental to all other fields, and the Bureau's plan
proposes to continue life history studies on an adequate scale to
com plete them promptly. Many important details remain unknown, however, for even
the best known species, and continuous effort will be necessary to bridge these gaps.
Researc h in population units is in a developing state. For example, the populations of Pacific salmon are reasonably well known in river
P opulation
phases and knowledge is accumulating rapidly on their distribution
Units
and mixing on the high seas . In a similar state is knowledge of
Atlantic and Pacific herring, halibut, and sardines, Atlantic
flou nde rs, menhaden, and several others. The Bureau's plan gives priority to completing
th e s tudies in areas where the Government has primary responsibility.
opulation renewal characteristics have been determined for only a few of the
important sea fishes, halibut, salmon, haddock, and even here only
P opulation
partially. Halibut research by the International Pacific Halibut
R n wal
Commission of which the United States is a member has demonstrated dramatically the beneficial effe cts of co ntrolled fishing on
th incre S 0 v"' ight of fish through growth. The effects of renewa l through reproducion hn\
t yet he n determined, owing in part to the slow growth and long life of
[hi
. F or most major Pacific salmon stockS , the Bureau has demonstrated th e
f
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relationship between numbers of spawners and numbers of adults that return to support the
fishery or to renew the supply, and thus has improved vastly our ability to restore these
valuable resources to levels of maximum yield. This is necessary if the conditions for
abstention by foreign nationals from fishing certain stocks of fish in the North Pacific
Ocean are to be upheld. For haddock, under study by the Bureau in dis charge of its
obligations under the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries,
small fish are being protected through controlled mesh-size of trawl cod ends. Preliminary results show a gain of 20 percent in productivity from this control measure alone.
The effects on renewal through reproduction will not be known for some time. Even with
respect to the above-mentioned species, knowledge is yet far from perfect. Much more
information is needed about the optimum population renewal for most species, even
those which have been studied for many years.
These two long-pursued researches demonstrate several very important
principles. First, different kinds of fish require different kinds
Research for
of management. Radically different treatments were necessary to
Management
provide favorable results. Second, extensive research led to proper
choice of treatment. Third, salutary management results can be
obtained as soon as research is able to estimate the response of each fish stock to various rates of fishing.
Progress in this kind of research is slow because observations must extend
through several generations of fish and becaus e natural fluctuaResearch
tions obscure the effects of fishing. / Progress has been slower
than it will be in the future if adequate support is given to the
Takes Time
employment of more well-qualified personnel and to the use of
modern instruments and modern machine methods of handling data. The Bureau plan
promises this need3d support and proposes to give priority to those resources for which
the Federal Government has primary responsibility and which are in greatest need of
research.

-- ---- ------The Worl d Ocean, cover i ng 73 percent of the earth's surface, wi II .be call ed upon in the future to
produce an ever-increasing quantity of human food.
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Water temperature and salinity variations
are an important part of the oceanic environments which control the distribution
and abundan ce of fi sh. Above, a bathythermograph records water temperature as it is
lowered; to the left, a scienti st takes a
surface water sampl e.
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atural fluctuations in abundance and ml ration of fi h
u tami 1
und rstood that rh y must rec Iv
Natural
plans. Howe er , in this field th Bure u h
nt
Fluctuations
methods of attac "in this problem. At it La Joll I
where the Bureau participat
JOintly with four
hf
and private institutions, and at its Wood 110 Ie la r tory, wher it j in
North Atlantic fisheries in cooperation with 12 other nations, th Bur u i
the problem as it is manifested in two species, the p la ic sardin
nd th
haddock, about both of which much is already known biolo icall . A mu h
equally important project conducted directly hy the Bureau is the tud} of
oscillations in meteorological and oceanwide sea conditions in the Pacifl
nd
Oceans in relation to the fluctuations of any fisheries for which ufficient bi 1
and historical data exist.
I

Many people think that only the rivers are affected by man'
bay and estuarine fisheries for sp ci ~s such a th
1 m,
oyster, and shrimp are also affected by chan es In th
m
Estuarine
quality of river flow. Further, their habitat is beln in r a
Protection
altered by dumping of wastes and by en ineerin
1 t
estuaries and bays. Thus inshore waters are affected by pollution, b
lltm, l"'d
physical changes such as channel dredging and "reclamation" of vast tid I r
conditions for the productivity of fish and shellfish in these waters can b impr
finding out what conditions are favorable for these fisheries. Then tho
orditi
be produced in bays and estuaries. The Bureau believes work in thi fi Id i m
and can be most rewarding in waters which are readily alt ~red by m n.
Pollution of our natural waters, including that from pe tieid
ous threat to the commercial fisheri s of th l .•
Pesticide
the freshwater fisheries of the Great l kes and th
Research
River, the growing expanse of reserVOl
eries for salmon, shad, strip d bas • and oth r im
which spawn in fresh water but live most of their lives in the s ; fi h ri
or migratory marine or estuarine fishes of our coastal wat rs; or
veloping distant water high seas fisheries of the world.
That part of the Department's pesticide research ro
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has two objectives: To determin
used with advantage to improve fishery harvests and to gu rd
in t (
fects of pesticides in the aquatic environment, whatever their our
Pesticides can be an 1m
and predators on important food fishe~. Re earch 1 ne d d to tu
attack certain.animals, such as the pe~ticide which h \' b

oyster grounds. bYiously. adequst teson
in order to protect the publi II lfnre.
gainl:d by the us\.: of chemi als in und
desirable.
2

Pesticides may affect fishery resources in many ways, direct or indirect.
Some of the direct effects have been measured for certain commercial fishery resources.
Other effects, -uch as reductions in rate of production of microscopic drifting organisms
or "plankton" upon which larger organisms feed, also have been studied. Tracing the
effects and interactions at all levels in the web of organic production, from conversion
of the -un's radiant energy into microscopic plant life through the complex series of
transformations that produce living resources of commercial value, will be difficult
indeed . The duect effects that produce mass mortalities are easy to detect, understand,
and control. It is the subtle, indirect effects that concern us most.
To combat this problem, knowledge is needed of the transport and distribution
of pesticide residues through drainage basins into lakes, rivers, estuaries, coastal
waters, and the open ocean. It will be necessary to monitor the concentrations of pesti,-ides in natural waters at strategic locations, determine seasonal variations in concentration and distribution, and understand the accumulation of residues in aquatic organisms.
Broad studies are necessary of the effects of pesticides in current use, and
those currently being developed, upon all important commercial fishery resources.
It will be necessary to know much more about the accumulation and effect of
pe ticides in all plants and animals in our waters, from the microscopic plants that
convert energy and dissolve nutrients into organic compounds to the commercial fishery
re. ources themselves. The transfer of pesticide residues from one level to another in
thi complex food web may be the most powerful agent in dispersing these dangerous
chemicals.
Information must be developed on the amounts of pesticides retained in the
resources, the amounts remaining in the product as it reaches commercial channtl , and the effects of proceSSing techniques upon pesticide content. It may be neces• ar~ also to develop new processing techniques to remove pesticide residues from
fl hery products when necessary.
livin~

furth~r

Acceleration of the Bureau's pesticides research program has begun and
ordc..rly expansion is contemplated.

An expansion of the Bureau's radiobiological studies also is necessary since
·h ,. is an increa::;ing number of nuclear reactors being built near estuaries, for submarine, for shlps, and possibly for rockets. Thus, it is necessary to obtain additional
dat on the effects of radionuclides on living organisms of the water and on the quantities
f r dioactivity 1n organisms in the estuarine environment so that the fishing industry
n be dviscd when confronted with the problem of marketing seafood which contains
r dlo ti\ it).
\

P cial branch of this field is the development of shellfish culture through
c ntrol of habitat in seminatural situations. The Bureau is develImpr ving
optng a pilot project in this field. It contemplates grouping present
th )eI . of
investigators of particular estuarine fishes and shellfish into
h llfi h
t am
nd adding the few specialists needed to round out the team
Cultur
talents. Such teams will work as closely as possible with the States
cui
on e tuarinc speCies.
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If the fisheries are to be improved to insure maximum sustainable yields,

concepts of fishery management must be review ed carefully. Much
has been gained through programs for partic ular resources such
as the halibut. But it is becoming increasingly evident that each
fishery will require special methods. This will become possible
when research teams studying the various problems within a fishing area learn the relationship between the environment and each of the existing fishery stocks and ascertain
what effect an increase in one fishery has on others existing in the same region. Fishery
resources that are not being fully used should be harvested to spread fishing resources
over a larger number of species and extend the fishing season over a greater period of
the year. Where the Bureau offers recommendations fo r management, it will suggest
employment of this concept to achieve the maximum use of fishery resources, with
coordinated regulations protecting each fishery in accordance with its conservation
needs. Except in special cases, management authority is vested in the States; therefore,
the Bureau will cooperate with State and local authorities when special skills and facilities are required.

Coordinated
Regulation

The Bureau believes that regulations, while they must be effective, should
hinder the efficiency of fishing as little as possible. Especially to
Regulation
be avoided is the perpetuation of archaic and inefficient fishing
methods,
which increase the price of fish and make the industry
Should Not
noncompetitive.
More direct and certain methods of giving the
Destroy
needed kinds and amount of protection to the resource must be
Efficiency
sought.
Funds have been provided to discharge the Bureau's responsibility for conducting special enforcement programs in accordance with various
international fishery treaty obligations of the United States. The
Preventive
Bureau strongly subscribes to the view that the primary objective
Enforcement
of all such enforcement programs should be to prevent violations
of existing laws and regulations, rather than to achieve an imposing record of actual
violation case~. Its enforcement programs will co ntinue to follow this course.
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LOCA TI G A ' D DEVELOPING

TEW RESOURCES

As most of the long-known and nearby coastal fisheries become utilized to the
maximum extent, there is need for locating and developing new
fishery resources, Bringing new fisheries into production to keep
Increasing
pace with food requirements of the growing population and with the
Production
growing demand for special-purpose materials in pharmaceutical,
chemical, and agricultural industries has been given a prominent part in the Bureau's
plan, This undertaking must be started well ahead of the apparent need because the time
element is important and uncertainties are involved, While in some ocean areas U.S,
fishermen are approaching maximum use of the fishery resource, in other regions little
has been done to develop offshore fishery potentials, In fact, comparatively little is
known about the contents of these vast ocean storehouses, Modern engineering will
facilitate tapping of these resources,
The need is not for volume alone. Stability is also to be sought. In many areas
of the United States reliance on a few species during a very short
Greater
fishing season is an economic hardship to the fisherman and the
community in which he lives, It may also be a source of ineffiStability
ciency and high costs to processors who depend on the fisherman's
catch for raw material. If additional fisheries could be harvested at other times of the
year, a fishing community would have greater stability. Many fishing areas of the United
States need a smoothing of seasonal variations,
A second and more serious threat to stability occurs when U.S. vessels are
forced out of traditional fishing operations by political, economic,
Offsetting
or natural causes . Many of the important fisheries, such as
shrimp, tuna, salmon, and menhaden, suffer from one or more of
Losses
these causes , Then alternate and additional fishery resources
become particularly important, Regulations essential to national defense, such as closure
of important fishing areas for weapon tests, often restrict some types of fishing operations, may control imports, and present a problem in the production of essential consumer products, A persistent problem arises from natural fluctuations in the availability
of important fish and shellfish, which occasionally result in catastrophe to some segment
of the fishing industry, as, for example, the disappearance of Pacific coast albacore tuna
during 1928 to 1938, or the abrupt decline in the Pacific sardine fishery more recently.
Fishing activities, themselves, affect the abundance of fish stocks and may influence the
stocks' capacity to produce the supply at maximum rate. Until our knowledge of the
effects of fishing and of natural factors is greatly improved, we cannot be certain of the
relative importance of manmade and natural causes of fluctuations in the supply, Alternate new fishery potentials would cushion such upsets and provide useful margins of
safety as OUI" understanding grows,
Exploration can improve the fishery economy by finding totally new products.
Such diversification would help to stabilize the industry by broadPW Products
ening ItS base and would contribute toward higher standards of
11\ tn b}' in rasing the variety of fish products available to the consumer,
n often unappre tated function of exploration is to produce information
needed to establish and maintain the interest of the United States
Int 1'n tional
in hi h seas fisheries. Such knowledge strengthens the U,S, posipe t
tion In the settlem n nt of any international problems concerning
utiliz tL n of th (; r
un.;es that mi ht arise in the future.
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Although commercial fishing vessels occasionally venture to new nearby
areas to try their luck, they rarely attempt to probe distant unHow To
known waters. The cost, the uncertainty of finding fish, and the
chance of losing expensive gear prevent fishermen from conDo It
ducting their own exploratory fishing operations in offshore
waters. They must rely on Government-operated vessels. The Bureau plan provides for
finding new resources and identifying their extent by (1) assembling known facts about
the area or region to be explored, (2) examining the area at various times of the year in
a well-planned, systematic, and thorough manner, preferably with well-rounded teams
uniting knowledge of fishing methods, fishery biology, and oceanography, (3) evaluating
experimental catches to judge optimum gear and methods, and (4) analyzing results of
experimental fishing in relation to the environment to ascertain when, where, and under
what conditions fish concentrations occur. In this way the' potentials of the resources
may be most quickly and reliably estimated and their economic value surely judged.
Bureau endeavors in this field are of relatively recent origin--the first programs of any consequence were established about 13 years ago in the Pacific Northwest
area. By gradual development, individual stations are now located on each of the three
coasts of the United States, including Alaska. Because the ocean areas to be covered are
so vast, charting of fishery potentials has necessarily been piecemeal. Progress, however, has been encouraging, and in many cases the results commercially significant, e.g.
in location of royal red shrimp grounds in the South Atlantic, calico scallop off the coast
of Florida, tuna in the mid-Pacific and Gulf of Mexico, shrimp off northeastern South
America and in the Gulf of Mexico, deep-water ocean perch, tuna, and lobsters in the
North Atlantic, concentrations of bottomfish in the Pacific Northwest, and shrimp off

Traditional methods of pur se seini ng depend on fi rst fi nd ing school s of fi sh near the surface. New methods
of locating fish would improve efficiency and reduce costs. Note that the seiner in this picture is not
equipped with the power block which has come into such common use in the last few years.
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Upstream drift of experimental longline sets prompted research by scienti sts of the
Bureau's Hawaii Biological Laboratory and the discovery by Townsend Cromwell, then
staff oceanographer at that laboratory, of a great, subsurface river of easterly flowing
water in the equatorial Pacific. The diagram above shows the complex nature of the
Cromwell Current.

Londlng oceonogrophi c gear on the fi shery
r s eorch vessel , Albatross III, during a
demon str otlon crul se . The device being
brought aboord I s a Hardy PI ankton rec or d r wh Ich measures the quantity of sea
I fe
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Washington and in Alaska. The Bureau sees this as only a start in ultimate accomplishment. This exploration will be placed on a more systematic basis by increasing the
number of vessels suited for the unique requirements of exploratory operations and by
providing other facilities, as visualized in the program the Bureau is developing. Priority
will be given areas and types of resources which will aid the industry to meet the problems of the immediate future and to provide greater quantities and more variety of fishery products at lower cost.
Other problems must be solved before new resources become producing
assets. New products will not sell themselves but need introducFollow
tion to the consumer. Sufficient demand must be created to encourage fishermen to risk the cost of fitting out for new fisheries.
Through
Sometimes new vessels and gear must be developed to efficiently
harvest these species. Handling and storage techniques aboard vessels must be developed
more quickly. Fishermen now use traditional methods of trial and error that succeed
only by generations of practice. Storage, transportation, and marketing techniques for
new species must be learned. Bureau programs will locate concentrations of fish and
explain the reasons for their existence and their variations; find efficient ways to catch
the fish; devise proper methods to handle and store fish aboard the boat; help to solve
processing problems once fish are landed; and assist the industry to develop a demand
for the product and the public to enjoy a greater variety of protein food.
In this chain of events the States and the Federal Government should plan
their work cooperatively with industry, then turn over to private
Industry
enterprise the development of a productive fishery industry as
early as possible.
Takes Over
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FISHL ' G GEAR A. ' D

fE THODS

To reduce production costs , developmental research on fishing gear and
methods is necessary to increase the efficiency of the fisherman.
Lower
The Bureau will evaluate present gear, improve it where possible,
and test and recommend use of other types of gear where these
Production
would
raise efficiency in existing fisheries. Most gear research is
Co ts
too specialized to be undertaken by individual fishermen, yet there
1 \ ast room for improvement in fishing gear, which with few exceptions has changed
veT} little for decades . Emphasis is being given in the Bureau to development of gear
that will take fish in the unfished intermediate areas, between the surface and the bottom .
Considerable attention will also be given to developing effective gear for use in depths
beyond the range of the present fishery.
The development of new resources through exploration often hinges on the
development of more effec tive gear . Modification of existing gear
Special Gear
may serve some purposes , but development of entirely new methods
of capture also will be necessary.
~eeded
To catch fish it is first necessary to find them. Development of techniques to
locate specific kinds of fish through the use of sonic devices shows
Instruments
considerable promise. Initial experiments with trawl cable conValuable
taining insulated electrical conductors have opened the way to a
large number of practicable applications of telemetry and remote
control of fishing gear .
The Bureau's gear program is designed to learn the best means of locating,
attracting, and taking fish through modification of existing ' gear,
Action
development of new gear, and instrumentation. The basic purpose
is to increase the efficiency of the fishermen, lower costs of production, and place the fishing industry in a favorable competitive poSition with foreign
producers.
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TECHNOLOGY IN PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING
Fishery products are a source of balanced animal protein. Handled carefully
and processed properly, they offer desirable variety and nutrition
Nutrition
to the consumer. Greater consumer acceptance requires bette r
maintenance of high quality. A substantial amount of resear c h has
been aimed at product improvement, but the fisheries still lag behind many other food
industries. This lag is mainly the result of unique problems of perishability in fishery
products. One possible solution lies in the preservation of fishery products thro ugh
nuclear irradiation. Preliminary Bureau research on this peaceful use of atomic energy
has been promising, and further work is planned. This is a countrywide problem which
cannot be undertaken by individual segments of the fishing industry or by the States.
The chemical composition and muscular structure of fish and shellfish differ
radically from those of mammals. Unlike meat and po ultry, fishery
Perishability
products are not improved by aging, but are susceptible to rapid
quality loss even at cold storage temperatures t hat will !)rotect
meat. Therefore, at all stages in the handling of fishery products, from sea to consumer,
there is need for sound research to minimize or prevent quality loss es in flavor, appearance, and nutritional value. This means keeping the product sea-fresh until it reaches
the consumer. A good example of a progressive approach to this problem is a technological research program for freezing groundfish at sea, developed by Bureau scientists.
The fish are frozen aboard a research vessel immediately after capt ure. Further processing of the groundfish in shore plants yields frozen fillets of extrem ely high quality.
Quality maintenance and economic improvement of the industry will come
from wider application of mechanization in processing. The adQuality
vantages over manual labor are better control of sanitation and
greater speed of processing. Faster processing reduces the time
of exposure of the product to high temperatures and contaminating agents that lead to
quality loss. Given these improvements, assurance of uniformity of quality needs consideration. Voluntary U.S. grade standards are being developed and implemented through
a Bureau program of continuous in-plant inspection and c ertification. The inspection
program operates at no expense to the Government, since all cost s are met by cooperating processors. Consumers can be certain of high quality in those fi shery products that
bear the U.S. shield, which is indicative of conformity with standards for good plant
sanitation and high product quality.
Voluntary Federal standards for grades, not previously available for any
fishery products, have been established for such frozen products
as fish sticks, breaded shrimp, fish blocks, haddock fillets, halibut
standards
and salmon steaks, fish portions, raw headles s shrimp, and cod
for Fishery
fillets.
Many additional proposed standards are in various stages
Products
of development, including those for ocean perch, frozen precooked
scallops, and frozen dressed halibut and salmon. All standards are being developed with
the support, cooperation, and assistance of the industry. This Federal program, broadened to develop and use industrywide criteria for quality standards similar to those for
meat and poultry, will be the mainspring of the movement toward quality improvement
and greater consumer acceptance of fishery products. An active educational program,
sponsored by industry and Government, is now underway to make consumer s aware of
the availability of high quality standardized fish products. An active nationwide product
certification program, utilizing standards developed for each of the major fishery co mmodities, will be a major factor in increasing the low U.S. per capita cons umption of fish.
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a clear field for research on using various species of fish in produ..::t- de~i<Tned for the convenience of consumers . Rapidly changing
Product
employment patterns are making more places for women in busiAdvancement
ness and industry and creating a demand for fish products in a
form requiring minimum effort in preparation. Marked progress
ha already been made by the industry in packaging of such products as fillets and steaks.
in convenient -ize . A further refinement of this type of product has been control of portion size within the packatTe, so that the housewife or restaurant operator need buy and
prepare only the exact quantity required to fill the demands of the particular meal. For
onsumers who find still greater convenience in the use of modern "heat-and-eat" items,
such as fish -ticks and breaded shrimp, a new product research program would uncover
others quaIly as popular . The Bureau recognizes that the great diversity of species of
fish, together with the numerous potential market forms, offers tremendous reward for
ima inative development of this trend toward consumer ease-of-preparation requirement and a wider variety of interesting new foods for the consumer. Through research
the Bureau will assist in the development of stable, high quality products from available
pe ies of fish .
Present knowledge of the nutritional value of fishery products justifies a
Vigorous campaign to attain an increase in sales on this basis
Use
alone. From those species well known to the public, selections
More
can be made to fit the proper diet for any age group, or specialized
Species
diets of low calorie , low sodium, or low fat content. Fish protein
is easily digested and is among the most biologically complete of
all food proteins, with good distribution and balance of the essential proteins, vitamins,
and mineral trace elements. The Bureau proposes to inquire into the nutritional potential
of • pC( ies not now used or those that are not fully used so that infinite diversification of
food al" be realized without sacrifiCing dietary requirements.
A case in point is our investigations on the process engineering and nutritional
value of fish protein concentrate (F PC). One ounce of this dried,
Fish
powdered concentrate of fish flesh will supply approximately all of
Prot III
the daily animal protein dietary requirement for an active adult and
will alleviate the externa l manifestations of severe protein defiConcentrate
cionl; ies . To lift the daily animal protein co nsumption level of the
\ arid' developing countries ahove the starva tion level of 7 grams (1 / 4 ounce) per day
w uld rt:quirc the total estimated annual yield of all of the partially or wholly unutilized
of industrial fishes in the waters immediately surrounding the United States .
I hI
u t. inable annuc J yield has been estimated at 9 million tons of fish and would yield
a~pr) imat 1) 2 million TOns of protein concentrate, a quantity roughly equivalent to the
ntl 11 ated 1963 world protein deficit . A potentially great export market awaits the com 1 [ )n )f tudlc to increase proceSSing efficiency and to assure a uniform highly nutritI
qu lity )f th fini hed product .

Fl h
R

and maj r outlet for fishery products is in the broad field of animal
nutr1tI In, whic.h now absorbs more than 50 percent of the poundage
1
of 11 fi h landed in the United States . Through intensive studies in
h
r 'ent year , the nutritiona l reqUirements of livestock and poultry
a1" b omln b tter known . Fish meal has for many years been an
nt in mix d fe d . ompctin protein supplements derived from other
thr u h r
r h ha\e made vail ble to feed manufacturers a uniform, high
( ri I. r h fi h m 1 indu ll"} l:an on ly maintain its place in this important and
4(

high-dollar-value field by keeping up with the trend toward research to insure better
quality. The Bureau plans to help the fishing industry attain this goal by research on
total nutritional value of fish meal.
In the pet food and fur farm industries, fish is an important source of food to
replace increasingly scarce supplies of meat from land animals.
Animal
The high nutritional value of fish meal is of particular value. Technological knowledge must be acquired, however, to meet these
Feed
constantly
increasing requirements merely to retain the present
Uses
position in this fast-growing market. As competition becomes
increasingly severe, sales must be made on the basis of a known, predictable uniform
nutritive value. The many fish species available make it possible to tailor such products
to the specific requirements of domestic animals. Bureau research to develop dried or
condensed products and to avoid transportation charges for excess moisture and other
unnecessary components will make possible greater return for the product itself.
If the fishing industry is to catch up with other industries now solidly en-

trenched on a broad and integrated marketing baSiS, it is essential
Basic
that the study of fish as a source of industrial products be exResearch
plored and promoted. The Government should share with the
fishing industry the responsibility for attaining these goals. The
loss of markets for crude fish oil to newer, technologically developed products exhibiting
superior characteristics is ample evidence that it is necessary to develop newer and
more valuable products from fish oils.
As the results of the basic research conducted in Government laboratories
become available, the industry's staffs would continue with the applied and developmental
stages of research.
Research now underway suggests that merely breaking fish oils into their
constituent parts produces groups of compounds having unique,
New
natural chemical reactivities not found elsewhere. A number of
entirely new and useful chemical compounds have already been
Industrial
prepared.
The Bureau's continuing research program is seeking
Products
further knowledge. Research directed toward realizing greater
returns from fish will not overlook the possibility of finding chemical constituents of
high pharmaceutical value.
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tar 'eter.:: of fi -hen products have long been aware of the acute need for
up-to-date merchandising methods and techniques and are making
Trends
considerable progress along those lines, However, in the next 20
years the challenge looms even greater than in the past because
Dictate eed
present trends indicate that:
for Up-to-date

Merchandising
Methods
The IX>pulation is expected to increase 40 percent, requiring a corresIX>nding
increa-e in the supply of fishery products; experience has shown, however, that the
increased demand will be for the more IX>pular fishery items, and the problem of full
economic utilization of all products will undoubtedly remclin,
Real income will be substantially increased,
Agriculturists expect increases in both production and per capita consumption
of farm products ,
Chain stores will continue to replace i:1dividual shops and the trend toward
self-service will increase, Strong competition for low-temperature cabinet space will
result in greater demand for fully processed products,
ImIX>rts to this country will probably increase,
These factors do now and will increasingly require the fisheries to utilize the
m )St efficient marketing techniques that can be developed if they are to continue to suppI} con umers with high quality domestic fishery products ,
Traditionally, the consumption of fishery products in the Uni ted States has
been small and has been concentrated in maritime, lake, and river
Americans
areas near enters of production. In contrast to per capita con Are Not
sumptior. of meat and IX>ultry products, which has increas ed from
1S2 pounds in 1940 on the basis of retail sales weight to more than
Fish Eaters
183 pounds in 1962, annua l per capita consumption of fish ery
pr du t ha remained generally static at 10 to 11 pounds on an edible weight basis. The
L..
pulation has increased from 132 million to more than 185 million in this same
p rl,d, Thu • w have an increased total demand for fish even though per capita consumption h n t l:han d, This increa-ed total demand has been met largely fr om sharply
dim rt, which have risen 2-3 percent since 1940 . Future competition fr om
f r 1 n prvdu r threatens even further e-:onomic pressures on the domestic industr).
F r m \\ lehin, d m t1 a rkultura~ Interests are concentra ted on seeking a greater share
f h
on urn rl food dollar, sometime_ aided by Gove rnmental price supports, marr m or ub idi
unavailable to competing fisher) products .
I

ro

tr n th

furur of the dome- tic industry and to make
available to more people, industry must make
in r a ed mar "et promotional effo rts, with Government help when
n
c ordin co BurE'. u survey -, on ly 1 perct.'nt f "ross
n rnt; i
'"P nd d by ea f od r railers to promote thl; ir produ~·ts ,
nt b) tht;lr mo t dlre..r amp tiror , the meJt indus n . Pro\ j ,
I'

th

marketin

fi h r} produ

1 rk

t
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unsubsidized Government fishery aids, such as th Bur au l
ch 01 lun h r
special marketing programs, and general market d v 10 mcm nd pr)m
are available to the industry and have been of considerab) b n fit.
Most of past Bureau efforts have be n aimed at th lar
volum u
f
fishery products in the institutional field, such a
Fish
cafeterias, public and private hospital. and instituti n , r
Cookery
rants, and dining rooms in industrial plants. Gre t trld
Demonstrabeen made in school lunch activities to acquaint childr n wit
desirable attributes of fish. All States hav b en OV r
at]
tions
once by school lunch fish cookery demonstrations, nd m n
have received a second series of demonstrations. In all these Stat s, u of fi h n
lun chrooms has been substantially increased.
The national school lunch program is a cooperativeState-Feder
proj"ct, a
onducted fi h
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Research

Park, Md. The research program at this facility is developing n wand 1
shellfish cookery recipes for institutional and household applicatioP an
the nutritional and dietary aspects of cooked fishery product .
Increased emphasis has recently been placed on cOl" urn r
plans provide for bercer consum r und r tandin t
production and greater u. e of su h du ati na] aid
Consumer
booklets, motion pictures, fish cook r d m n t t1
Education merchandising and quality workshop for r tall
radio and television announcl?ments, fishery xhibit, and nutriti n 1
mation.
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u-

s a on:umer stimulam, coordination of cooperath'e industry - Government
promotional programs with allied industries and national trade
Special
associations has been increased. Examples of su h coordination
are the annual "Fish 'n' Seafood Parade," "Lenten Fish and Sea1arketinCT
food
rime," and similar programs. Special market promotions in
ProCTrams
cooperation with the fishing industry also have proven extremely
u,,-c sful In ... orre.::nng di.::-tressed marketing situations with which the industry could not
ope. In the future the Bureau will anticipate and plan for special joint market promotions
fore eriou ~ituations develop.
Still another field that requires attention is the development of underutilized
fishery resources. The Bureau's program to develop markets for
lJnderutilized
the underutilized fishes of the Great Lakes has demonstrated that
Resources
new uses can be found for species which have lost their regular
market outlets or those which have never been utilized. IncreaSing
con truction of impoundments along river systems is making potential fishery resources
avaIlable to many previously non-fish-producing sections. Rice farmers have found it
f asible to raise fish in flooded rice paddies. All this potential production will remain
undt rutilized unless marketing programs are undertaken. Abundant marine resources,
uch as Pacific jack mackerel and ocean perch, Atlantic mullet, and hake, are not fished
to their full potential because the public is not familiar with their food value. Pilot studies
have shown the practicability of market extension; now it is imperative that we attack
the problem nationally . The Bureau's goal is maximum economic utilization of our fish ry resources; this is one way in which we can approach this goal.
Until recently little was known about the distribution pattern of fishery
products in the United States. Within the past few years much
Consumption
useful information on eating habits in various areas has been
gathered through market research studies. These investigations
Patterns
indude rates of consumption in principal cities and rural areas,
ard the pecies and types of products consumed. With this information, the fishing industry and th Bureau will have a guide to distribution and sale of fishery products such as
i
L..rn;ntl) vailable to competing products . Thus, the fishing industry will be able to
hlP It products direct to the more promising marketing areas and reduce transportation
nd m r handisin costs so that a wide \·ariety of fishery products can be made available
o
n umer~ at attractive prices. These investigations should be expanded to provide
b
d r and continuing information in this important field of marketing.

ECONOMIC RESEARCH A ND SERVICES
The earlier references in this re{X)rt to eco nomic problem s of the fishing
industry, such as competition with foreign fishery products and other domestically
produced foods, the distribution and consumption of fi she r y products, and productivity
and production costs, establish the need for economic r esearc h and services.
Just as in the other areas of science , the economis t must have at his command
the product of exte nsive research if he is to apply his skill to the
Basic
pres ent or futur e problems . Economic research with respect to
Economic
general aspects of the economy, s uch as employment, finance,
Research
cons umption expenditur es, and other aspects, will be helpful. In
addition, basic economic research directly concerned with the
fisheries will be neede d.
In addition to th e conduct of basic economic research, the Bureau will continue
to be called u{X)n to provide economic data and information to the
Economic
fishery industry, Congressional committees, other Government
Services
agencies, and the general public. Information on trends in production, distribution, consumption, prices paid for articles used in
produ ction, prices received, and other indexes of economic conditions in the industry
will be made available to aid in clarifying certain economic aspects of the industry. Such
information is a l so useful at international conferences called to consider fishery economic
pro blems of an international character.
There are two phases of economics work in which the Bureau has a special
mandate. One of these is trans{X)rtation of fishery products,
Transportaparticularly with respect to the matter of services and rates. A
Bureau of the Budget determination (23 FR 2304, 3/22/58) gave
tion Studie s
the Bureau authority to assist the fishing industry in the "improvement of trans{X)rtation facilities and rates for fish and shellfish and any products
thereof. " Studi es of volume of fishery products trans{X)rted by various carriers, facilities and service offered, rates and charges, and other matters related to trans{X)rtation
problems of the industry will aid the Department in implementing this authority through
necessa ry presentations before trans{X)rtation regulatory agencies.
The other special mandate is in the field of cooperative marketing associations among fishermen. In order to comp.Ly fully with the Fishery
Fishermen's
Cooperative Marketing Act of 1934, which lodges certain res{X)nCooperative
sibilities in the Department of the Interior, the Bureau will improve its work with fishery cooperative marketing associations.
Association
In addition to reviewing compliance with established regulations,
the Bureau will provide consulting services on organizational procedures and structures,
fina nce, acco unting, taxation, cooperative marketing, and allied problems. At present
approximately 100 cooperative marketing associations have been formed to aid small
fish producers who, in many instances, are widely scattered geographically.
The number of fields in which economic analysis should be conducted are
numerous , and this statement cannot attempt to list them all.
Types of
Mention should be made, however, of such matters as productivity
and efficiency studies. Information on costs of the various operaEconomic
tions, from the production end through to the final consumption of
Studies
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new uses can be found for species which have lost their regular
market outlets or those which have never been utilized. IncreaSing
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ECONOMIC RESEARCH AND SERVICES
The earlier references in this report to economic problems of the fishing
industry, such as competition with foreign fishery products and other domestically
produced foods, the distribution and consumption of fishery products, and productivity
and production costs, establish the need for economic research and services.
Just as in the other areas of science, the economist must have at his command
the product of extensive research if he is to apply his skill to the
Basic
present or future problems. Economic research with respect to
Economic
general aspects of the economy, such as employment, finance,
Research
consumption expenditures, and other aspects, will be helpful. In
addition, basic economic research directly concerned with the
fisheries will be needed.
In addition to the conduct of basic economic research, the Bureau will continue
to be called upon to provide economic data and information to the
Economic
fishery industry, Congressional committees, other Government
agencies, and the general public. Information on trends in producServices
tion, distribution, consumption, prices paid for articles used in
production, prices r_es;eived, and other indexes of economic conditions in the industry
will be made available to aid in clarifying certain economic aspects of the industry. Such
information is also useful at international conferences called to consider fishery economic
problems of an international character.
There are two phases of economics work in which the Bureau has a special
mandate. One of these is transportation of fishery products,
Transportaparticularly with respect to the matter of services and rates. A
Bureau of the Budget determination (23 FR 2304, 3/22/58) gave
tion Studies
the Bureau authority to assist the fishing industry in the "improvement of transportation facilities and rates for fish and shellfish and any products
thereof." Studies of volume of fishery products transported by various carriers, facilities and service offered, rates and charges, and other matters related to transportation
problems of the industry will aid the Department in implementing this authority through
necessary presentations before transportation regulatory agencies.
The other special mandate is in the field of cooperative marketing associations among fishermen. In order to comply fully with the Fishery
Fishermen's
Cooperative Marketing Act of 1934, which lodges certain responCooperative
sibilities in the Department of the Interior, the Bureau will improve its work with fishery cooperative marketing associations.
Association
In addition to reviewing compliance with established regulations,
the Bureau will provide consulting services on organizational procedures and structures,
finance, accounting, taxation, cooperative marketing, and allied problems. At present
approximately 100 cooperative marketing associations have been formed to aid small
fish producers who, in many instances, are widely scattered geographically.
The number of fields in which economic analysis should be conducted are
numerous , and this statement cannot attempt to list them all.
Types of
Mention should be made, however, of such matters as productivity
and efficiency studies. Information on costs of the various operaEconomic
tions,
from the production end through to the final consumption of
Studies
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e product , can be a sembled either through general studies covering the chain of
.. e
In production, proce- in_ , and marketing, or by studies of individual steps in the
procedure, uch as filletin or tran-p:ntation. Taxes should be studied, for their incid nce 1S felt 1n varyin de ree.:; throu hout the industry. Price analysis is an important
field of resear h which we mus t. explore from time to time. A better understanding of
price ma'in forces would be helpful to many sections of the industry in determining
more exactl} how chan es in prices affect the sale of fishery products , Another phase
hi h can be dealt with is current on-the-spot appraisal of economic conditions in
majOr e ment of the indu -try. In order that the Bureau can always be in a position to
n e any Impending economic difficu lties and make suggestions to counteract such
difficultie , either continuing studies or periodic economic situation reports should be
made.

t

s market competition intensifies, economic studies by industry and Government will be necessary to provide long range forecasts on produc Competition - tion and market conditions at home and in foreign countries.
nalyses of the potential production of our domestic industry and
Foreign and
foreign fisheries are needed. Some progress has been made in
Domestic
fishery economic research but the scope of our programs has not
been sufficient to establish clearly those factors affecting the economic well-being of
the fishing industry . Intensified studies are needed not only on the competitive status of
the industry with respect to foreign producers but also on competition between the indus try' products and other domestically produced food and industrial products.
Since foreign production and marketing have a direct bearing on domestic
affairs, forei n and domestic economic studies are planned. Studies will be undertaken
on foreign costs of production of fishery products that compete with domestic products ,
ffe t of im rts and exports of fishery products on our economy, and other allied
ubJ cts.
knowledge of this ation's future population's needs for fishery products
and how they will be supplied is important. As the population grows
R sources and
the pressure to harvest certain types of species particularly
Consumption
desired by consumers will increase, but there will also be a need
to bring the previously mentioned underutilized species or resources
t
r In order to supply consumption requireme nts. Studies of these long term requirem or
h uld
undertaken as well as studyof the fundamental principles of demand, so
that fi h rm n may b better able to respond to or influence consumer demand for the
du t th > brin forth from the lakes, rivers , and seas.

STATISTICAL SERVICES
Fishery statistics provide information that makes possible more efficient
industry operations, supply Federal and State agencies with facts necessary to protect
and foster the fishing industry, and serve as the foundation upon which nearly all research
programs are built. Strengthening these activities by covering new areas of production
and new types of information with greater rapidity is part of the long range program.
Collection and issuance of general fishery statistical information on enployment in the fisheries} on the catch and its value, areas of catch,
General
production of processed fishery commodities, cold storage holdings,
and foreign trade are handled principally on a monthly and annual
Statistics
basis. These are some of the facts by which the need for economic,
marketing, and biological research programs are gauged.
It is impossible for any person or agency to follow developments or trends in
the fisheries without adequate statistics. The industry is widely scattered, extending over
one hundred thousand miles of coastline and interior waters. A large portion of the catch
of over 200 species is taken by independent fishermen and sold through small dealers
who have little contact with other segments of the industry. To meet the demands for
statistics, it is proposed to expand publication of data on monthly landings of fishery
products and to use more automatic data processing equipment to increase the speed with
which data are handled and published.
To provide basic information for future biological fishery investigations, it is
proposed to collect detailed operating unit and catch statistics for important fisheries
not yet subject to biological investigations. More detailed records of area of capture will
be obtained in estuarine and interior waters to provide information for use in determining the effect of water control projects on the fisheries. Since an increasing portion of
the U.S. catch is taken on the high seas, data will be obtained on the exact area in which
fish are taken to assist in determining policy with respect to fisheries on the high seas
and to ensure maximum sustained yields.
The Fishery Market News Service is in effect the "eyes, ears, and voice" of
the fishery and allied industries. It helps to stabilize markets by
~1arket News
providing all segments, fisherman to retailer, with current and
Service
accurate daily information on landings, supplies, movement, distribution, demand, prices, and other factors affecting day-to-day
marketing of fishery products and byproducts. Sus:h services can be supplied only by
Government. The dissemination of daily information places producers and marketers of
fishery products on a more nearly equal bargaining baSis. Fishermen and dealers can
distribute their products to avoid market gluts and seek out the most favorable markets;
buyers and sellers can check prices. Timely market information is distributed by mail,
telephone, telegraph, newspapers, radio, and personal contact, and (1) encourages orderly
marketing; (2) aids in determining past, present, and future developments on price,
production, transportation, storage, and foreign trade; and (3) provides accurate price
series for the industry's financial needs and for economic statistical and long and
short range marketing studies. Coverage is planned of additional fishery commodities,
markets, and areas.
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UNITED STATES CATCH
UNITED STATES CATCH BY AREAS 1962
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The Unit d Stat s catch (shown in millions of pounds for 1962) is token In both
oceans and In interior woters.
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EDUCATIONAL AIDS
Other countries have long recognized the need for trained fishery personnel
and have provided adequate educational facilities. In this country
Need for
the only program available is at the vocational training level,
Educational
under the direction of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
Facilities
The Bureau's supplementary program would develop trained personnel for
employment in industry, in the educational field, and in State and
Objective
Federal Government agencies. This program could be of great
of the
value to industry, particularly in such positions as management
specialists, biologists, food technologists, and product quality
Program
supervisors. The U.S. Government now has extensive programs to
train teachers and professors in the field of science. The Office of Education and the
National Science Foundation are particularly active in this field. Government programs in
the field of training SCh::nce teachers and supporting graduate science students now total
close to $70 million per year. There is still need, however, for instruction at the local
level in the particular specialties that are pertinent to the needs of the fishing industry.
The role of the Bureau in the field of education is largely that of a coordinator
of training programs in the universities to which grants are made. The Bureau determines rules and guidelines, determines the basis on which grants are made and the size
of individual grants, and reviews and appraises the results.
An expanded extension and consulting program would supplement academic
training and provide a much needed link between the public, the
Supplementary
industry, and the Government. This program would make possible
quick dissemination of the results of research and facilitate early
Extension and
application, by those interested, for conservation or other public
Consulting
benefit. Conversely, it would provide a means whereby probActivities
lems could quickly be brought to the attention of Federal and
State agencies and other interested organizations. Much technical knowledge already is
available, which, if aggressively channeled to the proper groups, would be a genuine aid
in achieving improved processing, fuller utilization, and more profitable marketing of
fishery products.
To strengthen the reserves of trained workers in scarcity categories, particularly oceanography, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has produced a recruiting film
strip called "Deep Frontier." This film strip (with synchronized narration) gives an
introduction to and a history of oceanography, describes the general areas of oceanographic research, and shows examples of both present and future techniques for oceanographic work. It concludes with a brief view of the many areas of interest encompassed
by oceanography and an appeal to students to seek a career in these sc'entific disciplines.
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TER. A TIO _ 'AL _ C TIY ITIES
n
11) ha ~ it ~ ori in
th in dome ~tic poli -y and in the
relation and obli at ions of the nited tates to other nation , In
the formulation of fo reign fishing poli y , the Department of tate
Forel n
mu t reI) hea\'il~ on the Department of the Interior for techni al
Pohc
ad\l
e and a~-i- t ance , and the two Departments must coordinate
De elopment
10 el) m the formula tion of such policy , Interior is the DepartF
ral Go rnment res nsible fo r a ~ sisting the U,S, fishing indu try in the
t r t, If Intcn r 1 to effectively play its role in the formulation of objectives
el pm nt f oli). It mu.:t have access to information about the operation of
>n In th fi h r) fleld , This BUl-ea u must obtain timely and adequate infor n of re ources, activities of fo r e ign fishing industries, and political,
I • an
ondition abroad through the Department of State, as well as
r l"'1r )rmati >n at home if it is adequa t e ly to c arry out its tasks in thi field,
brain maximum \ alue from info rmatio n gathered by attaches abroad and
from that ,-ollel:ted by the Bureau's Foreign Reporting Service in
Op r honal
\\ashin ton, D,C " ther e must be ample provision to analyze their
un tion~
re rt. to identify t ren d patterns in relation to tariffs, to study
produ tion cost~ of foreign fishery products which compete with
£1 pr ,duct , to obsen e trend ~ in foreign fishery market developments, to evaluate
I ad\ n~e , and to di eminate this info rmatio n swiftly and accurately to our
mdu tn nd other mtere ted in the fi sheries ,

a
t

F deral Ie i lau>n \ ill be required to imple ment the Convention on Fishing
and the Con en'ation of t he L iving Resources of the High Seas,
elrmulated at the United ations Conference on the Law of the Sea ,
G n va, 1arl:h- pri1 1958 , and signed on behalf of the United
tau:. on eptember 15, 1958 . The Convention was ratified by the
n 1arch 24, 1Q61; h )wever, only 12 of the 22 nations necessary to bring the
irt f)r
have as yet ratified the Co nv e ntion,

o

UNITED ATTACK
The Bureau ' s many-sided problem must be attacked on many fronts by m n)
methods. The Bureau proposes to do this with a number of peci 1Team
ized teams, each organized, staffed, and equipped for the kind of
Organization
work most effective on its front. The teams a:r e necessarily
organized in regions, divisions, branches, and sections accordin
to the kind of problem and the kind of specialized training and tools needed. But all have
a common objective and their activities must converge on that objective.
In respect to activities between Bureaus within the Fish and Wildlife Service,
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has carefully studied the
Servicerequirements for a unified attack on problems involving fishcry
resources of interest to commercial and sport fish eries. The
wide
Bureau has developed guidelines which will assur e effective use of
Cooperation
opportunities for cooperative effort and provide insurance against
the hazards of duplication or conflict.
In performing its work the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries cooperates with
many Federal and State government agencies. For instance, it has
Interagency
a cooperative program with the Atomic Energy Commission to
investigage the intake of atomic wastes by marine organisms. It
Cooperation
cooperates with the Public Health Service on problems related to
pollution and sanitation in shellfish beds. It is working with the Department of Agriculture
to find means of alleviating the damage to fish from poisonous insecticides. It ha~ lor.g
had cooperation with the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation to find means
of protecting fish at dams built by these agencies.

i'
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GEOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS

A~D

PROGRAMS

Dlfflcultie
onfrontin the fi hi n industry as a whole have been discussed,
t
hie ement have been reviewe , and pro ams of nationwide application have
n offered. Ea h eo raphic re ion ha - it o wn distinctive set of problems, created by
1 onditions, eo raphic, e onomic , a nd bio lo _ic al. For these reasons the Bureau of
mmercial Fi hene i or anized and admini s tered on a regional basis, and it is appropn te to dl cu
conditions and plan. i n thi s fashio n.
p

1 'E\\

E 1 TG LA

D STATES

New England has traditionally been
recognized for its great groundfish
fisheries, including cod, haddock,
ocean perch, and flounders; and its
inshore and offshore fisheries for
sardines, lobsters, clams , and oysters; also for its scallops and industrial product species.

In ernational fishery proble ms , including inc reasing Russian fishing effort in
the orth Atlantic a nd c urrent trends in international trade, have
Crisis
pressed our ew E ngla nd groundfish industry to such a competitive
'nt that its prese nt diffic ulties are almost overwhelming. The
ituati n is
a ute that positive ac tio n i s essential to prevent a decline into relative
In i niH an of many segments of th i s once gr eat industry.
Ithou h th prop.:> ed sh rt range plan may give the fishing industry immediate relief, the Burea u has proposed work with industry to
provld so lut ions to their baSic problems and afford permanent
rell f. ew r:.ngland ' fi s hery problems are many and varied.
here is no single so lutio n. All require appropriate and adequate
tt nt! n b} the indu tr} and by State and Fede ral agencies.
In d qu t

( ) rl

in orne at the fisher man 's level is a problem. This has been
attributed to many ca uses , among them (1) antiquated vessels and
equipm nt , (2) de li ne in c atc h per unit of effort , (3) too many
v
Is in cert in fi he ri es , (4) decline or extreme fluctuation in
, (5) r li neon too few s p cies, some with a limited market,

10

Tl

Ion

fi hin

n

r

d steady pr duct! n to decrease costS and eliminat
p r tiona1 nterr upti Ins . Vessels and the processing
uff r wh n cat h s a r e s mall or rrarle . More effi i nt
n m th d of ca tchin fi sh mus t b d vclop d to in ~ reaRe
I n nd r du
co (s . 1 de rn vess els for long distanc
r t hnlqu s f r s toI'ing nd pr
rving quality,
tabillz in the uppl y through d vclopm nt of
2

new resources to increase the variety and flow of fish to processors will be the goal of
exploratory fishing in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean. This will involve improved design of
vessels and gear for utilization of newly located resources.
One of the problems facing the industry is that landings of many principal
species of fish and shellfish have declined or are subject to
Fishery
periodic and sometimes extreme fluctuations. Biological research
Fluctuations
is necessary to ascertain reasons and remedies for declines and
to develop knowledge for forecasting fluctuations which affect
industrial planning. Past biological research has built a firm base for more rapid future
progress.
Use should be made of fish now being discarded at sea. Some can be used as
food and others should be diverted to industrial use. However,
Technological
these improvements will require research and development. Short
Research and
and long range technological studies leading to quality improvement are necessary to increase the economic value of fish now
Marketing
being marketed in primary processed condition. Quality standards
combined with voluntary Government inspection of fishery products have already led to
more effective marketing. Additional standards and concentrated market research are
needed to provide new and expanding outlets for conventional and newly developed products. The Bureau's market development activities will aid in the solution of this problem.
Technological research has been facilitated by the construction of a modern technological
laboratory for tbe New England area.
The New England industry is faced with periodic buildups of burdensome
inventories. Among the many solutions that have been advocated
The Inventory
are (1) expansion of markets by area and income class, (2) more
current marketin~ information, and (3) special market promotion
Problem
campaigns when oversupply conditions threaten. Marketing activities will be stepped up, and market news coverage increased to meet the needs of the
industry.
Bureau biologists have been performing research on oysters for many years
and on clams more recently. Their program now warrants bold
New Approach
attempts to breed superior oyster varieties, to launch pilot-scale,
salt-water-pond oyster culture, and to control diseases and
to Shellfish
predators. Congress has now authorized an experimental shellfish
Research
hatchery at Milford, Conn., for research leading to commercial
production of oysters and clams by artificial means. At the same time, sight must not be
lost of the fact that solutions to many problems of the oyster industry can be found in the
results of past research. Understanding and application of thes e results will depend on
success in communicating this knowledge to oystermen and in dispelling the effects of
accumulated tradition and deep-rooted beliefs. A greater emphasis on oyster cultivation
throughout the Atlantic coast will help overcome the decline in yield from this important
fishery.
Each of the New England States, as well as all States along the Atlantic coast,
are members of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission.
Atlantic
Since the Bureau has been designated by law as the primary
States Marine
research agency of the Commission, a close working relationship
Fisheries
exists between the two organizations. Research on shad has been
Commission
successful in reaching its primary objective, and the results point
53

1

t ranon and mana ement of thi ~ resource. :had and striped ba s research
n arn
on f r man~ } ear . and \\ ill continue on a monitorial ba ~i . The Bureau
i 1n f r pr ram> orne alread~ under yay, on flounders, 'ea scallop , herring,
du tnal fl h r tar h.

fhe Fed ral Go ernmem has certain res nsibilities under the l 'orthwest
tlami Convention (International CommiSSion for the t\orthwest
lnt rnational
I
lanti Fisheri s) for research and management of high seas
Ushene of common interest to any two or more of the parties to
Respon 1the Convention. The present program for haddock resource im bill les
provement throu h mesh regulation promises to be successful.
C
Inu d resear h Will measure the effects of this regulation and pursue the problem of
lu tuauon . Re arch on ,-od and Whiting is to be ex panded .
The de limn
roundfi-h fishery needs further economic research to assist in
its rehabIlitation. International competition from Canada and Japan
Economic
affect.: the economic well-being of our scallop fishery, and this
siluation as well as prospective competition from new scallop beds
Research
off Florida should be analyzed. The nature of the demand for such
a soft clams, lobsters, whiting, and o ther species should be analyzed to deteri l11ue for improving sales policies and practices, providing grea ter consumer
t1 10, and increaSing gro-s income of producers of these products .
~IDDLE

r-r u d

r

AT: A. TIC

.·D CHESAPEAKE BAY STATES

The area from New York to
Virginia occupies a peculiar
niche in the ation ' s fishery
resource pattern. Its coastal
waters harbor some migrants
from the east and north in
winter, but the really abundant
fish supplies are furnished by
spring and summer migrants
from the south . These migrations provide a rich variety of
fish species, but bring problems
of seasonal and annual fluctua tion in supply. A number of great
estuaries support important
r h I1fi hand mi rant summ r fishes, and some arc nursery grounds
ny important ommercial species .
lar est and most productive estuary, famous for itS
nd umm r habitat for many s asona l fishes. It is the nursery
m n) fi h that pawn OurS l e the mouth of (h Bay but whose fry
furth r d v I pm nt and rowth .

High marine insurance rates add to the rising costs of production. Equipment such as conventional" and inflatable life rafts are carried on the Bureau's M/ V Silver Bay to demonstrate to the
industry the value of modern safety devices .

866 - 405 0 - 63 - 5
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Th uppl. of some -pecies in the fiddle Atlanti ~ and Che~apeake Bay area
ha
ho n a ra her tead, decline. For instance, oyster production is less than oneunh ha of - } ear
o. Other specie have been subject to e.:treme flu tuations:
roa er produ lon, for e" mple, flu ruated from a high annual cat h of 6S million
un
oonl} 3 million ound . Be au;:;e most of the major fish -tock- migrate over
onsiderable tretche of the coa t, many re ~earch pr blems of the fiddle Atlantic
and Che epea"e Ba} Hsherie overlap those in the -o uth Atlantic and l 'ew England areas.
The m nh den ftsheD, the lar e.::t in orth merica, has its center here, although it
x end nor h\\ ard [0 ew England and southward into the Gulf of ~1exico.
re tricted mostly to inshore waters, current biological studies for many
species have advanced beyond the life history phase. For some
Biolo "cal
speCIes, we are examining the effects of the fishery on the availResearch
able stocks in order to know if downward trends can be arrested
and a hi her level of harvest can be maintained. The programs the
Bureau is plannin will advance this research more rapidly and will investigate the
ma nitude and cau es of fluctuation from natural factors. The studies will deal with blue
crab, 0) ter, lam, menhaden, striped bass, croaker, shad, and flounder fisheries.
tuarine habitat preservation and improvement studies are to be undertaken as they
relate [0 these species, and off hore work will be done on menhaden. A new biological
rc carch la ratory has been constructed and is in operation in the Chesapeake Bay
area.
01..

The exploration and development of new fishing grounds, mainly in offshore
areas, is to be undertaken. The harvesting of surf clam beds during
Develop
recent years is a good example of the creation of tangible economic
Yew
values from a latent resource. This fishery has grown rapidly
Resources
durin the la::;t 1 - years , and in 1961 reached a 28-million-pound
production level, adding over $1.8 million to fishermen's earnings.
hor pro
sors li eWlse have benefited. There is fragmentary recent evidence that
nd} llowfin runa may be widely distributed near the Gulf Stream off the Middle
nd Che p k Bay area. A program has been designed to assess this potential
r a mor comprehen ively. It is possible that other potentials, now
1 un 'nown, will b revealed. Development of new fishery resources tends to
th
upply, relieve fishin intensity on hard- pressed existing fisheries, and
t~ h h rm n' economic handicap of relying on too few species . Since most of
r
nt fi h rie are within the inshore area and fishing equipment is gaged to those
, ur pro r m c 11 for e "tensive research for adapting gear and vessels to de per
r m d\\at r operation • This will be carried out from bases in the South Atlantic
n t nd
lddl

nd Chc ap ake Bay products must find their outlets in the
ommon mar 'et pi ces , and any advance in mechanizing and
mod rnizin to reduce COStS will be an imponant factor in maint min omp titive starus . From the standpoint of present rcliane
on h nd I
r, th blue rab and oyster industries stand to gain
m t from m h< nized technique . Technolo ical advances and
r for utilization o f more productiv
round
hould
f impro d f1 hin
f pr du ti n b} incr a in volum wirhout much xrra production
du tl n from old or n w rounds must b accompanied by studies to
nd d v lop adequ t m r t. '\ chnato ical studies

leading to improved quality and better processing procedures are integrated with comprehensive market development in our long range plan. A modern technologic al laboratory is being considered for construction in this highly important Middle Atlantic and
Chesepeake Bay area to replace present facilities at College Park, Md.
A serious marketing problem is the general declining trend in fresh fish s ales.
upon which considerable dependenc e has been placed by some
Retrieve
fisheries. The demand for processed and packaged fishe r y pr oducts, including cooked and ready-to-serve items, is r eplac ing that
a Market
for fresh fish. This swing in consumer preference has r e duc ed the
demand for porgy, butterfish, spot, croakers, and other pan fishes. Little r es ea r ch has
been done on this problem. The Bureau plans technological studies of new m ethods of
processing, preserving, and attractively marketing these species and the develo pment of
grade standards to ensure that the consumer receives a high quality product. Pending
the results of these efforts, there is need for market promotion to relieve glut conditions
by distributing the oversupply beyond present limits of sale. Under prevailing t rends it is
possible that some ch eaply caught and abundant species may be more valuable for industrial use than for food products.
Fish oils and meals, principally from menhaden, are probably the most universally recognized industrial fishery products in this area, These
Fish Oil and
are so important that the problems and programs relating to them
Meal Research
have had special attention in foregoing sections on national problems. Short and long range quality and nutritional studies are
planned to find new and wider markets for these products, and studies will be undertaken
to identify the causes of declining prices for oil.
A closer examination of the economic feasibility of various types of controlled
oyster production appears warranted in view of the difficulties
Economic
with pests and pollution under natural conditions. The blue crab
industry is beset by e conomic problems , particularly those attribResearch
utable to the perishability of most of its products and also becaus e
of the large labor input required in processing operations. Very little is known about the
intricate economic aspects of production and cons umption of flound e r, shorefishes (such
as scup), sea trout, sea bass, and other speci es. In this area of heavy population, a better
knowledge about consumer attitudes toward fi s hery products and the location and operation of distribution facilities is important.

SOUTH A TLANTIC AND GULF STATES
In rec e nt years, the South Atlantic
and Gulf area has assumed a major
position in U.S. fisheries. Although
once comparatively small, it now
represents over one-fourth of the
U.S. total. The important shrimp
fishery, which has ranked first in
~
/
,
value in domestic prOdufcthion in recent years, and much 0 t e menhaden fishery, presently first i n
volume of catch, are lo cated here.
Mullet, red snapper, Spanis h mackerel, oysters, and crabs, together
with some 50 other fishes and shellfish, also support substantial fisheries.
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Fl hr'

h n mp h her. , hi h r a . ~ far a \' an} other fL hery in thb urea in
alue, ha
r o wn to it place of promint~nuc' hieny in the last
ade. Once an in-ho e fi.::he y, with the e, " eption of limit ed
round ~ off the mout h of th
1i - sis ~ ippi River , ~hrimp fishing has
r ad sin e 19 9 to w3ter ~ o ff the 11exi an oast on the west , and
r u
on the ea t . Fi.::hin g 'o und.:: have been further extended by the
fL: . . fla ~e
I off t he northern o ast o f ~outh merica . Two new sp cies
nd pinks, arne into enera l o mm er ial use alan with the prehnmp durin thi per iod of growth, and browns now lead in

rp rise in at -h immedi a tel y aft e r 19-0 was accompanied by expansion and increa -ed effi c ienL), of the fishing fleet. By 1955 the ac hr mp Fleet
umulated -hrimp tac ks o n the virgin grounds had been removed ,
and
annual catches now a ppear to have leveled off considerably
o L rg
b 10 v the peak yield . The fl eet has continued to grow, however,
tal annual landin
except for 196 1, ha ve re mained fairly constant. The shrimp
il
i In b am
tr mely seriou in the 196 1 fi s hing season, when a substantial reln hrlmp bundan e, apparently of na tural o rigin, reduced the catch. Relief for
i uat10n \ a
u ht through the use o f shrimp ves s e ls in other fisheries, for expI , th tndu trial fi h ry, and the extens ion of the fishery to more distant fishing
nd
p r \\ater . reams of Burea u s pec ialists in exploratory fishing, gear
m n , t hn 109), and marketing assis te d the industry to make these changes .
hrlmp at h r turncCl to normal le ve l s in 196 2.
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Maintenance of the shrimp fishery at its optimum level will require a
thorough understanding of the biology of shrimp: definition of the
Conservation
several independent stocks; time and place of spawning of each
larval development; nursery grounds; rates of growth; movements
of Shrimp
and migrations; mortality; and interrelationships with other orResource
ganisms. Without this knowledge it is impossible to harvest an
annual crop of shrimp in the places and at the sizes that will yield the greatest return
year after year, or to understand why occasional years of scarcity of unusual abundance
occur. These fluctuations in abundance are caused by complex interactions between
physical, chemical, and biological features of the environment. Living as they do in
shallow estuarine waters, young shrimp are sensitive to weather conditions, which cause
abrupt changes in temperature and salinity of the water, and changes in abundance and
migrations of animals that prey upon young shrimp. At our present level of knowledge
about the sea there is little we can do to eliminate these variations in abundance. But it
is possible, with sufficient knowledge, to forecast periods of scarcity or great abundance, and this knowledge should be valuable to the shrimp industry. The Bureau program calls for such l~search, and some of it is now in progress. Facts gained from this
research are also necessary in dealing with the international aspects of the shrimp
resources.
Catches of menhaden in the South Atlantic and Gulf have reached new records.
Despite its enormous yield, however, this fishery has been
plagued by fluctuations in abundance. Research has been designed
Industrial
to determine causes of these fluctuations and the extent to which
Fish
they are predictable. Recently declining prices and competition
from foreign imports have added to the problems of the menhaden industry. Technological, marketing, and other studies are necessary to assist the industry to help combat
these threats.
The manufacture of animal food products from botto mfish landed in the Gulf
States has grown from a pilot-plant operation in 1953 to a firmly established industry
processing landings of close to 100 million pounds annually. This rapidly expanding
fishery promises to aid existing fisheries in two ways: by furnishing offseason raw
material amI employment to the established menhaden fishery and by providing a means
of utilizing the excess fishing capacity of the shrimp fleet. Studies have been planned to
observe and measure the effects of this fishery on the populations of fish and other
marine forms in or near the fished areas.
One of the most important problems confronting the Bureau is the effects of
engineering projects, land development, and reclamation on vast
estuarine areas of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. These are the
Estuarine
nursery grounds for many of the major species, including the
Studies
valuable menhaden, shrimp, and oysters. It is essential that the
effects of changes in the environment be assessed so that proper precautions can be
taken to minimize the adverse effects that future engineering projects may have on our
fishery resoutces.
State and Federal agencies generally agree that there is need for a research
program to provide greater knowledge concerning the reactions of
shellfish,
fin-fish, and waterfowl resources to changes in salinity,
Effects
temperature,
sedimentation, pollution, and other factors introof Nature
duced by manmade changes. The need for such knowledge has been
and Man
recognized by the Atlantic and Gulf States Marine Fisheries Com59

of th m ny agen~i ~ and group~ inettin und r ~'ay nd should be e."panded as ~oon as

1n 1n th Gulf of ie,"j 0 has ~uc e ~fully o pened new grounds
r
nmp fi . . hin , d mon:rrared the availability of tuna through IU th
ear, and improved methods for capture of red snapper
Ex lora or 1
an
tn
u
trial fi . . h. Lar ~e s hools of herringlike fish have been
Fin
10 ted In mid-water depths of the Gulf, and method for capturing
r tu . L n ran e pro_rams to determine the cammer ial potential of
~r. r
ur e
f the South tlanti - and Gulf have been adopted. The use of
tr ric qt.l m nt hold great promise of success, not only to open the door
ut to lmprO\e the efficien y of currently used fi hing gear .
lilt ted b} early replacement of the exploratory yessel Oregon and
pr r m ba ed on the -outh tlantic coast.
hrlmp

a popular fi hery produc t in the United States, and marketing conHi r. havE. b n enera lly favorable. The rate of consumption
ha lr rL
d teadily , although after 1954 the domestic catch
r~ mind i(vel until the sharp drop in 1961. As a result, foreign
pr u tl 'l, wrich had been entering this country at an increaSing
r t , i
upplyin a larger and larger proportion of our domesti
t.mption. Import:- have tripled Since 1954, and in 1962 \II re
milli n lind .
1

.Jppl) of -hrimp from foreign sources is very large. Available
nt dbrodd ho\\'- rapid expans ion of shrimp production in
Infh.. · f import 1n 1961 exceeded domestic production for
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Landings of Atlantic menhaden exceed those of any other U. S. fishery. Th is fishery, which produces meal and oil, has suffered from foreign competit io n.

The shrimp fleet of the South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico land s th is country's mostvaluable
ocean harvest. The fleet has expanded rapidly in rec e nt years.
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G n r 1

th majOr pro r m detailed here for the outh Atlanti and
Gulf tate , hi re ·on hare with the re~t of the 'ation a numr of pr bI m Whl h are to be attacked in our short range and
Ion ran
pro ram . Of prime importanc is the onstruction of
rator) at Beaufort, • '.C., to hou e the staff now working on various
of nu lear en rg) nd it effects on commercial fisheries.
tabU hment, staffin , and financing of a permanent e.·plorarory
lantk coast. Preliminary exploratory work in this area
xi t nce.: of potentially valuable commercial resour ... es.

R pIa

m nt of xplorarory \ c sels for use in the Gulf and Caribbean will be
pro ram are to be arried out. Extensive repairs to the Galveston
r completed, and Instruction of a new laboratory building to replace the
tru tur
at Gulf Bre ze I bein considered so that biologi al research on
rt n
pe ie of omm rial fish and shellfish in the Gulf area, and the environm n In hI h th > liv • -.;an be arried out effectively and efficiently.
xl Un

CIo e

Stat
Coop
h n

I
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ration 1n plannirg is maintained with the Gulf States and Atlantic
Stat
1ar!ne Fi heries CommiSSions for which the Bureau, by
1a\\. I the primary research agency. Cooperation with individual
States h been mutually valuable, particularly in the field of
stati t1

THE P
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ORTHWEST STATES
The fishery resources of Oregon and
Washington have been of great historical
importance in the development of the
Northwest. Even with today's great industrial growth, fisheries continue to be
a leading industry, with landings usually
worth about $25 million each year. The
Northwest fisheries, however, arc not
with lut problems, one of the most important of whi h is the ever-incr aSing
threat to sa Imon from multiple purpose
dams.

t C Ilumbia River dams now hinder passage of upstr am
.. n tr am migrant simon. 10re ane! larger dams arc
Ir und r l.on tru ·tion. I' uture salmon runs al'C in gn::lt
p tall> in th upp r rcach\.!s of the system. Som
b n mad in pas ing adult salmon upstream, but the
of y un
n their migration t 1 the sea has n){ h en
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Western dams have
threatened and destroyed
numerous salmon runs.
This barrier was built
without fi shway s.

An experimental fi shway
laboratory has been erected
at the Bonneville Dam on
the Columbia River . Research there is beg i nn i ng to
payoff in better salmon protection at le-ss cost. Many
problems are s till being
studied.
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aim n run b} hinderin upstream and downstream migration,
han 111 \uter temperatur s, redu ing spawning areas, and
rWI e han~nn the environmL nt. The Co lumbia River fish rie'
Dm
I) ment program is a cooperative management program of
I d Fi h
fl h r)
ende
f \ ashin ron, Ore on, Idaho, and both Bureaus
f th ~ 1 ~ nd
Ildlifc
n le , finan cd by the Government. It aims to mitigate the colf dam construction in the Columbia system by cll.:aring streams,
I tv h rmful ff ct
1
nstru til' and operating hatcheriL:s, screening irrigation diversions,
Im11 r
viti s. dditionally. studies are underway to test the efficiency
of nifici I sp wning channels and natural and seminatural rearing ponds.
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h d .. lopm nt pro ram is a segment of the whole Columbia River fishery
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pul tion •• The activities extend from the ocean to the
upp r m1 Tration limit on the main Columbia River, the Snub::
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In response to problems created by pro sals to erect dam a hi
feet on the Snake River, Seer tary lJdall dir ct d lOai t
Accelerated
"crash" fish passage research program. Thi pram i
to
discover by 1964 the direction 1n which a s und r
Action
river and fishery development should proc d. Thi
extensive experiments in the Columbia River Basin to develop new tj pe
tive devices and to determine the reaction of salmon to riv rs alt r d b}
r
reservoirs.
Explorations of latent marine resources in water of th
should be expanded to assist the fishing indu tn to d
New Marine
fisheries. Definition of the types, distribution, and abund
Resources
fishes and shellfish not now utilized in the area will a 1
industry in appraising the potential value and availabilit
utilized resources and aid in developing diversified fisheries. Past explorati n
shrimp off the coasts of Washington and Oregon have led to a substantial fi h r .
Although these shrimp surveys of the two States are now considered l ; mpl t ,
explorations should be made in international waters off the west coast of Van
Island.
Studies of the pelagic resources of the 0 pen ocean off this area h ul
initiated to provide information on untapped resources there. Exploration f,r t
bottomfish and shellfish in waters deeper than those presently fish d should
fied.
The Pacific oyster industry, which farms privately owned or I
produced 16 percent of the Nation's oysters in 1961.
Oysters
oysters are raised from imported Japane e se d r f
locally set during warm summers. Aside from pr
difficulties, the most serious problems of the Pacific oyster indu try ar
predation by introduced oyster drills. Encouraging results are bung obtai
search by the Bureau on the Atlantic coast and by the State of Washingt
rese'arch especially shows promise. Oyster studies by the Federal GO\
contemplated for this area, but accelerated fundamental research In la
east and Gulf coasts has indirectly aided and strengthened the Pacifl
Basic technological research on PaCific Northwest fi he
and diversified in order to yield greater In,,om •
Technology
unit of production. This would help processor t
sea-fresh quality of fishery products, to u
fn i
utilized and underutilized species, to make more profitable use of b) r
provide information on nutritive value to bolster markets. The major fl
Pacific Northwest such as salmon contain highly unstable oils th prin 1
factor in successful preservation. Research will be conducted on th
in oils and flavors to provide a basis for better preservation of ft h n
of waste produ·cts. De\elopment of grade standards will be ext nd
t
products and the Government voluntary inspection and certificati n pr
to assist industry to improve its product and its .:-ale~. Standar
h
veloped for frozen halibut and salmon steak~ and a Go ernment In
operating in S attle and Bellin ham, Wa h. ~ome sp
u h
pe ts on the offshore fishing rrounds. I leans mu t
spe ies.
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laBon di tribution on the west coast necessitates a flexible

ap( r)a t- to fisher) and food problems. The limited number of

abun am p fe8, and th nationa l distribution of the major produ t
u tlmon , halibut , and canned salmon as well as king
rab ha r suIted in a complex system of inter-rL'gional exchanges.
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THE PACIFIC SOUTHWEST
Fishery problems in the Pacific Southwest are
Leading
interrelated and differ
markedly from
Fishery
those of other restate
gions. California
frequently leads all other States in total
volume and value of fish caught. In 1961 it
produced 598 million pounds valued at $56
million, 12 percent by volume and 15 per......
73
cent by value of the total commercial
I - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.:::'--.J catch of the United States. The commercial fisheries of California are characterized by the great importance of offshore surface-schooling fishes, of which tunas are the most important. In addition, there are very
substantial fisheries for other surface-schooling fishes such as sardines, Pacific mackerel, jack mackerel, and anchovies. Smaller fisheries exist for bottomfishes such as
flounders and rockfishes, anadromous salmon, and shellfish such as crabs, shrimp,
abalone, oysters, and clams.
California's tuna industry has become one of the most important fisheries in
the United States. It now yields about 150,000 tons annually, primarily yellowfin and skipjack. Lesser amounts of albacore and
The Tuna
bluefin tuna are also landed in Pacific coast ports. The tropical
Fishery
fishery for yellowfin and skipjack extends from southern California southward on the high seas off Mexico, Central and South America to northern Chile.
Bluefin are taken off Baja California and southern California, and the albacore fishery
occurs not only off the entire State but off Baja California and the Pacific Northwest
States as well.
Yellowfin and skipjack tunas yield four-fifths of the American tuna catch.
Conservation study is provided under the Inter-American Tropical
Tuna Commission. Albacore and bluefin tuna, temperate zone
Conserving
species, are under study by the California Department of Fish and
the Tuna
Game.
Both species appear seasonally off the southern California
Resource
and northern Baja California coasts in variable abundance. The
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission concluded in early 1961 that the yellowfin
tuna stocks of the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean were being fished at, or perhaps somewhat beyond, the level of maximum sustainable yield. Consequently, the Commission has
recommended that a quota be placed on the catch. Legislation in Congress. will permit
the U.S. Government to regulate the catch, and the Bureau is developing methods to enforce the regulations. In its . research program, the Bureau must utilize its developing
knowledge of the habits and behavior of tuna to recommend ways in which the industry
can reduce the cost of catching and processing tuna.
A majo r problem confronting the tuna fishing industry is the importation of
frozen and canned tuna from Japan. Imports of frozen tuna in 1948
amounted to 4,500 tons, 3 percent of the domestic catch. In 1962,
Tuna
by contrast, imports of fresh and frozen tuna amounted to 162,000
Imports
tons, round weight basis, or 104 percent of the domestic catch of
the 50 States. Imports of canned tuna, mainly from Japan, have also increased, although
not to such an extent. There is a duty on canned, but not on frozen, tuna.
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As a result of this decline and consequent hardship in the industry, a r atl}
expanded cooperative research program was started. It wa
all d
Sardine
the California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Inv sti ation, and
included, in addition to the Bureau, the California Departm nt of
Research
Fish and Game, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Hopkins 1arine Station, and California Academy of Sciences. Some of the costs of this expanded
program have been borne directly by the industry through the California 11arine Research Committee.
The program of the research agencies has yielded results that make t~e ardine one of the best understood pelagic species in the world. But important probl m
remain.
Several spawning grounds have been defined by the postwar research program. An essential point in understanding the population dynamics of the sardine is the
characterization of the stocks which contribute to these spawning areas. This is nO\
being attacked, with some s uccess, by a modest study of hereditary traits of sardines,
revealed through differences in blood groups. A large-scale tagging experiment has b n
designed, which should give direct and conclusive results.
A second pressing problem has to do with understanding what effects variations in the marine environment have upon the distribution and behavior of sardines.
Studies of the relation between sardine and zooplankton distribution are underway. Additional work is planned on the relation between fish distribution and physical features of
the environment.
Solution of these problems should bring answers to questions concermI"g interdependence between stocks of sardine off Mexico and uff CalIfornia,
conditions under which the stock or stocks become availResults
able
in
California waters, and whether availability and abundan
to be
can be predicted and to what extent condltlOns might be im r( v d
Expected
by management of fishing rates.
The Pacific Southwest is at the receiving end of one of the major v • • population shifts of this era. Despite the heavy landings, market
h
Fresh and
have not been plentiful for many years because the rna or
de
Frozen Fish
are chiefly those exported from the regioD, largely a~ carn j
goods. Supplying the consumer market for fresh and froz n fi h r
products, with the increasing concentration of population producing a greater de:m n r
turning to alternative foods, calls for economic analysis of the trends and propo al of r
solution of the problems. There is also need for technological research and for mar "eting activities by both Government and industry.
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Although the one-time dory fishery for

Bering Sea cod by U.S. ves-

sel s ha s disappeared, growi ng fi shi ng fl eets of forei gn power s are
finding it possible to

reap

a rich harvest. Here is shown a Soviet

trawler transferring its catch to a factoryship in Bering Sea .

Each year the Pribilof Islands fur seal herd returns from far places in the
Pacific to bear their young and breed. Management of the fur seal s and the
welfare of the Aleuts living on these remote Bering Sea islands are the responsibility of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries.
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and to estimate their abundance. Methods of fishing or harvesting must be determined,
and desirable market products developed. These operations will require the combined
efforts of the State of Alaska, private enterprise, and the Bureau.
The wood products industry is second in importance to commercial fishing in
Alaska. The pulp industry is expanding rapidly, and the use of
Wood Pulp
major rivers for hydroelectric development also is becoming an
increasingly important factor in the management of Alaska's fishand Power
eries.
Research on the effects of logging operations on spawning
Developments
streams is underway and of pesticide control of forest insects.
Comprehensive river basin surveys are being developed to provide basic data concerning
rearing areas on major river systems, such as the Yukon, Susitna, and Copper Rivers,
in order to forestall irreparable damage to the salmon runs. Such studies are also aimed
at protecting all fish and wildlife habitat.
With the development of additional information about the potentialities of
Alaska's fisheries, a continual recalculation of comparative costs
Economic
of production will be called for. In this way, the entry of additional
Alaskan products into the national market can be forecast and even
Studies
aided. As foreign fishermen continue their round-the-world search
for new so urces of fishery products, they will encroach further upon the international
waters near Alaska. It may then be necessary to recast our policies so that they will
more nearly reflect the economic situation. This might necessitate a change in the system of regulation now used on the halibut fishery, for example.
Because of the well-established cooperatives through which the native communities have handled certain fisheries, it will probably be desirFishery
able to spend more time on cooperative extension work in Alaska
than in other regions.
Cooperatives
Transportation is a critical factor in Alaska because of the great distance
from the rest of the United States, the difficulties of the terrain,
the paucity of population, and other elements in the situation. In
Transporconsequence, transportation costs are often a deciding factor both
tation
in determining the possibility of production and in resolving the
Studies
feasibility of distribution. Hence, the study of transportatio n to
and from Alaska, as well as within the State, should be an important field of economic
research.
It is generally believed that the Alaskan fur seals represent about 85 percent
of the fur seals of the North Pacific Ocean. The animals come
ashore on the Pribilof Islands in the Bering Sea, congregating
Fur Seal
there from May to October to breed and bear their young. The
Herd
Bureau is responsible for management and harvest of these
Restored
animals.
The management program is a classic example of conservation in action.
From a dwindling population of less than 150,000 seals in 1911, the herd has increased
to about 1, 500 ,000 animals under the protection of treaties with Canada, Japan, and
Russia. Since 1939, about 69,000 skins have been taken annually, the sales of the U.S.
share bringing from $1 million to $2 million per year in excess of operating costs.
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and to estimate their abundance. Methods of fishing or harvesting must be determined,
and desirable market products developed. These operations will require the combin d
efforts of the State of Alaska, private enterprise, and the Bureau.
The wood products industry is second in importance to commercial fishing in
Alaska. The pulp industry is expanding rapidly, and the use of
Wood Pulp
major rivers for hydroelectric development also is becoming an
increasingly
important factor in the management of Alaska's fishand Power
eries
.
Research
on the effects of logging operations on spawning
Developments
streams is underway and of pesticide control of forest insects.
Comprehensive river basin surveys are being developed to provide basic data concerning
rearing areas on major river systems, such as the Yukon, Susitna, and Copper Rivers,
in order to forestall irreparable damage to the salmon runs. Such studies are albo aimed
at protecting all fish and wildlife habitat.
With th e development of additional information about the potentialities of
Alaska's fisheries, a continual recalculation of comparative cOStS
of production will be called for. In this way, the entry of additional
Economic
Alaskan products into the national market can be forecast and even
Studies
aided. As foreign fi s hermen continue their round-the-world search
for new sources of fishery products, they will encroach further upon the international
waters near Alaska. It may then be necessary to recast our policies so that they will
more nearly reflect the economic situation. This might necessitate a change in the system of regulation now us ed on the halibut fishery, for example.
Because of the well- established cooperatives through which the native communities have handled certain fisheries, it will probably be dE:'. irFishery
able to spend more time on cooperative extension work in Alaska
than in other regions.
Cooperatives
Transportation is a critical factor in Alaska because of the great dist rc
from the rest of the United States, the difficulties of the tt:rram,
the paucity of population, and other elements in the situdtinn. In
Transporconsequence, transportation costs are often a deciding fact r both
tation
in determining the possibility of production and in resolvhg the
Studies
feasibility of distribution. Hence, the stud) of transportatior to
and from Alaska, as well as within the State, should be an important field of ecor. mk
research.
It is generally believed that the Alaskan fur s eals represent about 8 per~ent
of the fur seals of the North Pacific Ocean. The animals om€>
ashore on the Pribilof Islands in th e Bering Sea, congregating
Fur Seal
there from May to October to breed and bear their young. The
Herd
Bureau is responsible for management and harvest of these
Restored
animals.
The management program is a classic example of conservation in ac tion.
From a dwindling population of less than 150,000 seals in 1911, the herd has increa ed
to about 1, 500 ,000 animals under the protection of treaties with Canada, Japan, and
Russia. Since 1939, about 69,000 skins have been taken annually, the ales of the L .5.
share bringing from $1 million to $2 million per year in excess of operating co t .
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GREAT LAKES

The Great Lakes are among the world's
largest bodies of fresh water, 61,000
square miles in the United States, 34,000
in Canada, with a total shoreline exceeding 9,600 miles. The lakes lie in a densely
populated and highly industrialized area.
Roughly 40 percent of the country's entire
population lives in the eight adjacent
States.
Fishing was a principal industry among early settlers of the Great Lakes region. The fisheries developed rapidly as the Midwest was settled,
The Great
and by the 1870's the catch had reached a point approximating the
Lakes Fishery
present total annual production of 110-130 million pounds in U.S.
is Important
and Canadian waters combined. The U.S. catch, now about 65-75
million pounds, provides income for some 3,800 commercial fishermen; and the catch could be increased severalfold if all available species were harvested. Species such as smelt, chubs, alewives, suckers, and carp are extremely abundant,
but only small quantities are captured by the present commercial fishery.
Recently the fisheries suffered a grievous setback not related to long-term
deterioration. The destructive sea lamprey, which reached the
Sea Lamprey
upper lakes via the Welland Canal, has literally destroyed lake
Damages the
trout stocks of Lakes Huron and Michigan, and only a remnant
population remains in Lake Superior. This was the leading quality
Fishery
fish in the Great Lakes, and its destruction has been a severe
economic loss. Damage by lampreys to whitefish, walleyes, suckers, and chubs (deepwater ciscoes) is more difficult to assess but unquestionably has been severe. It is
estimated conservatively that commercial fishermen are suffering an annual income
loss of $6 to $8 million from lamprey predation.
Despite deterioration and near disaster, the Great Lakes still are the principal or only domestic source of traditionally prized whitefish, lake
Great Lake
trout, ciscoes, yellow pike, blue pike, and yellow perch. Although
Fisheries
the total weight of fish caught today still approximately equals
catches of the 1870's, the species composition is greatly changed.
Offer Variety
The output of choicer, higher priced species has tended downward.
In contrast, the cheaper or less-esteemed sheep shead, smelt, suckers, white bass, burbot,
and carp are caught in greater quantities, and catches of these species could be increased
enormously if economic difficulties could be overcome.
The Great Lakes are without large fishing centers corresponding to the great
fishing ports of most ocean fisheries. Widely scattered along thouFishing
sands of miles of shoreline, any village with passable shelter for
Units
small craft, even the mouth of a lesser tributary, may become a
"fishing port." Production units are small, often family owned,
Small and
and
passed from father to son. Even large firms are small in
Scattered
comparison with marine fishery companies, and capital available
to individual units is correspondingly restricted. These factors have retarded tech!lical
and economic development.
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In this, technically one of the most advanced regions of the country, where
machinery is largely fabricated and assembled automaticillly,
Fishery
fishermen are taking fish in much the same manner as they did
Backward
50 years ago and attempting to sell much of their produce "in the
round." Vigorous steps must be taken if this valuable industry is
to escape further collapse. Problems confronting the fishing industry on the Great Lakes
are closely inter-related and must be attacked simultaneously.
Since one of the major causes of the decline of the fisheries in the upper lakes
has been predation by the sea lamprey, a control program for this
Biological
predator was started a few years ago. Lamprey larvicide tests
P roblems
have been highly successful, and full scale field control is underway. In 1960, treatment of all streams producing lampreys in Lake
Superior was completed. In 1962 there was a decline in the lamprey count of 80 to 90
percent below the 1961 figure. Counts made during early 1963 were about even with 1962.
The environmental niche formerly occupied by lake trout probably is still
available and unfilled. Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that depleted stocks of
lake trout in Lake Superior can be restored, and stocks in Lakes Huron and Michigan
can be re-established. To accomplish this, a lake trout rehabilitation program is underway and results in Lake Superior are very promising. A study of the effect of reintroduction upon other species is also essential.
The possible effect of heavy fishing pressure upon the lake trout should not
be ignored. When the lamprey population is brought under control at a low level of abundance, it should not be assumed that rehabilitation of the lake trout stocks will be easy.
Careful biological studies and perhaps stringent restriction of lake trout fishing will be
necessary. The Federal Government must cooperate closely with the States who have the
management authority as these phases of the program develop. In addition, a considerably
expanded biological program is planned to aid in unde r standing major fluctuations in
abundance of stocks.
Costs of the program in the Great Lakes are financed from two sources. Sea
lamprey research and control is carried out by the Bureau with furcds obtained by contract with the Great Lakes Fishery Commission. The same treaty that establishes the
Commission as implementing agency for lamprey operations also places upon the Commission the primary responsibility for the development of an adequate program of
research on Great Lakes fishery resources generally. Research on the Great Lakes
fishery resources is carried on by the States bordering the Great Lakes and by the
Bureau.
High costs of production, limited and unstable markets, the disproportionate
costs of shipping small lots of fish, especially from remote areas,
Economic to major large-city outlets, and the rising volume of imports of
Problems
the more desirable species from Canada account for the major
economic difficulties of the Great Lakes fisheries.
An economic program, initiated in 1959, is bei"ng conducted to find methods of
reducing production costs, to determine economic savings possible with various types of
gear, and to assess effects of imports upon prices paid to fisherm en.
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Two unique considerations in this area deserve special mention. One is the
effect of dams and other water development projects on the reSome Problems source and the fishing industry; the other, the possibility of develare Unique
oping a commercial fishing industry in impoundment areas as a
rough fish control measure, and as an additional source of protein
food in times of national emergency.
The Bureau is projecting a biological program for the Mississippi River
River Basin
Basin to develop scientific information which must underlie assessD
1
t
ment of the effect of dams and other water development projects
eve opmen
on commercial fishing in the area. This Bureau will work closely
with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife and with the States concerned.
We plan to study the feasibility of using commercial fishing as a fish population control measure in impoundment areas, such a s main stem
Reservoir
reservoirs along the Missouri River. Sport fishe r men exert virtually
no pressure on rough fish populations, and without contr ol
Fishery
rough fish may interfere with continued production of sport fish
Management
stocks. Sport fishing and commercial fishing are essentially compatible in reservoirs and many inland waters and may well be mutually beneficial. Our
studies will embrace marketing, gear research, technology, economics, and statistics,
in most cases using existing or contemplated facilities.
A recent development in the fisheries of this area is the use of impounded
rice field acreage for the cultivation of sport and commercial
Rice Field
fish. Cooperative organizations have alr eady begun limited comFisheries
mercial fishing operations in these impoundments; and as these
operations expand, markets must be developed for many of the
species grown. The Bureau's marketing efforts will be increased as marketing problems
develop in this area.
Among the problems calling for economic analysis is the viability of the new
industry of raising food fish in rice farming territory. One of the
possibilities that should be studied is the introduction of species
Economic
with
a higher market value. Another is the r aising of aquarium
Analysis
stock. A third is the utilization of some s pecies for animal feeding,
as pet food in frozen or canned form, or as ingredients in dry foods. Fur farms, the other
major outlet for fish as animal food, should also be the subject of an economic inquiry.
The development of fish protein concentrate should also be studied in case it should offer
a market for rice farm production as well as for the "rough " fish of the area and for
those of the Great Lakes.
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The results of studies of tuna distribution and abundance in relation to the
environment may make it possible to scout efficiently for tuna
Improve
schools. Fishermen may prepare for good seasons or extend their
Fishing
effort in poor seasons. Oceanographic studies have made it posSuccess
sible to forecast abundance of skipjack about 3 months prior to
the season of the Hawaiian fishery.
A continuing effort directed at increasing efficiency must be made. An understanding of the relationships between the fish and their environLong Term
ment,. both biological and physical, must be sought in order that
Research
more efficient methods of harvest may be applied. New resources
must be found and old ones defined; research techniques long used
in studying domestic animals have recently been applied to defining genetic populations
of fish. In order to properly understand the nature of a fishery or resource, it is imperative to know whether one or more reproductive groups enter into a fishery. Similar
information is also vital to a rational approach to international fishery agreements.
With increased knowledge leading to an increase in efficiency, additional
sources of raw materials are needed. In addition, failure to enter such fisheries in the
relatively near future may well result in our exclusion from them when the need is more
acute.
Basic studies of the marine resources of the central Pacific and how they are
affected by their environment are a requisite for solution of immediate and future problems, the nature of which cannot now be anticipated.
A study is needed of a general enough character so that the economic problems of the fisheries and the associated problems of the economy
Economic
as a whole can be identified and described. A program of economic
research
can be established on the basis of such a study. One of
Studies
the items in such a program can be readily foreseen. This problem
involves calculating the expected changes in the makeup and numbers of the population
which will occur in succeeding years. These data, together with an analysis of the changing character of fish consumption in the area, will provide the framework for a study of
the volume of the exportable surplus and how the future population will be supplied with
the types of fishery products that they will demand. It may also point the way toward
influencing that demand in certain ways. For example, it may be possible to divert demand toward certain products which are likely to be in ample supply and to diminish the
demand for other commodities.
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TECHNICAL REPORTS
Prompt and adequate reporting of the results of research and service activities is the medium by which the work of those active in these fields
Communication is communicated to each other and to the public. Whether it be in
is Important
the fields of the biological, chemical, or engineering sciences or
in marketing, statistical, or informational work, communication
with other workers is important, for it provides mutual benefits by making achievements
available to all and stimulates further progress through interchange of new ideas and
techniques. Prompt and nontechnical communication with the fishing industry is even
more important, for this is the only way in which industry can take full advantage of the
scientific findings. Communication with the general public is perhaps most important of
all, for conservation utilization and wise management of our natural resources to be
successful must be understood and practiced by all; the mistaken beliefs, half-truths,
and traditions of centuries must be dispelled; and the basic principles and practices of
resource management must become so much a part of public thinking that they are
believed and followed automatically. To achieve this level of public understanding and
acceptance would be one of the greatest single contributions that could be made to the
fisheries. Proper attention to this challenge is an important part of our program.
The Bureau publishes more than 300 technical reports of various kinds each
year. These range from highly specialized scientific papers to
Technical
popular articles in trade journals and national magazines. These
articles appear in 10 different publication series of the Department
Publications
of the Interior and in a wide variety of non-Government journals.
Articles of a strictly scientific nature appear in the Fishery Bulletin, Fishery Industrial
Research or the Special Scientific Reports--Fisheries series, but more than two-thirds
of all scientific papers issued under the names of Bureau personnel appear in outside
journals. There are several reasons for this extensive use of outside publications, the
most compelling of which is a legitimate desire to publish highly technical material of a
specialized nature in a journal that will reach other scientists working in the same field.
Other reasons are excessive time between receipt of manuscripts and appearance in
print in Government series and greatly reduced costs for outside publications. With
increased responsibilities and expanded research staffs, these problems have become
increaSingly acute in the past 10 years. The Bureau plans to reap the prestige and other
benefits that would accrue from publication of high quality scientific papers in its own
scientific journal. Therefore, as a solution to these problems we are reorganizing our
editorial unit along more efficient lines, using existing periodicals in a more flexible
way, to ensure adequate flow of scientific and technical information.
It is even more important that the Bureau disseminate information on research
achievements to fishermen and the general public. At present, a
part ofthe Bureau's fishery research res ults is published as timely,
Popular
widely
distributed articles. Since these can be circulated widely
Articles
at little or no cost to the Government, the Bureau proposes to increase this output at every opportunity. The consequent benefits to the people of the
United States would be considerable.
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FACILITIES
Acquisition and maintenance of laboratories, office s, vess els. and equIpment
have lagged seriously behind present needs. Gradual expansion of r esearch programs
and activities providing services to the industry has far outrun the adequacy of existing
facilities. Skilled staffs are forced to use temporary accommodations, some of whIch ar
hazardous to personnel and equipment.
As a result of steadily increasing responsibilities and expanding programs in
the past 15 years, many of the Bureau's laboratories and offices
Buildings
are seriously overcrowded, impairing the working efficiency of
highly trained scientists. Too many research staffs are housed in
ancient frame buildings, some of which have been condemned and should be replaced
immediately. The productivity of technical personnel and safety of valuable records and
equipment would be increased by providing modern laboratories and adequate working
space. Some of these conditions have been rectified by the construction of new laboratories at Woods Hole, Mass., Auke Bay, Alaska, and Oxford, Md. At Ann Arbor, Mich., a
new laboratory has been designed, and at La Jolla, Calif., and Seattle, Wash., construction of new laboratories is underway.
As a program is developed to meet the national need for increased knowledg
of the oceans, the Bureau will require additional laboratory faciliBuildings for
ties to discharge its responsibilities for res earch in marine
biology. New laboratories or additions to present laboratories will
Oceanography
be needed to plan and conduct research and analyze the data collected by the new marine research vessels recommended for the Bureau.
By the very nature of the work, floating equipment is of utmost importanc.t; to
fishery 'r esearch and regulatory functions. The craft requir€d
Vessels
range from small skiffs to large seagoing vessels. These large
vessels, frequently operating hundreds of miles offshore and r quired to remain at sea for extended periods, need to be especially sound and s aworthy,
and must be designed with many special features unlike those of any other craft.
Operation of marine equipment is at best an expensive undertaking, and hldden
losses through us e of antiquated and inefficient vessels and gear add materially to thes
costs. The Bureau's fleet of exploratory fishing, oceanographic, technological, blOlogical
re.search, and other special-purpose vessels includes 14 over 50 feet in length, s eral
chartered vessels, and numerous smaller craft. Several are over 100 feet long. fhe
estimated replacement value of this fleet is more than $12 million at 1959 prices. Fund
to replace the 180-foot Albatross III, removed from service in 1959, were appropriated
for use in fiscal year 1961, and the vessel now is completed and in service. Also, funds
for replacement of the exploratory vessel Delaware have been appropriated. Th
Townsend Cromwell, another new oceanographic vessel, to be based at Honolulu, also
is under construction, and a contract has been awarded for the David Starr Jordan, a
replacement for the Black Douglas.
Most of the larger vessels were acquired from surplus outlets and were not
designed and built to meet the objectives of the program efficiently;
therefore, modern specially designed vessels must be obtamed. It
Replacement
is
often asked why surplus Navy vessels cannot be adapted for us
of Vessels
as research craft at much less cost. Experience has shown that
this is not feasible, for costs of conversion for scientific research are high, and th fInal
result is always a compromise, never entirely satisfactory for the purpo e, and im oh es
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The Bureau's M/ V Charles H. Gilbert has been mod ified for
direct observation of fi sh from viewing chambers fore and aft .
Use of a small, specially-designed submarine, which would be
more effecti ve, is bei ng studied.

Inthe Pac ific , sk ip jack and ot her tuna are being studied at sea
by means of underwater viewing chambers. Skipjack represent
a ,s parsely-u s ed , wid e ly distri buted potential harvest.
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- COUNTING THE COST
EASURING THE GAIN

FISH A D WILDLIFE ACT OF 1 56 , AS
(An excerpt from Title 1 of th United S
Sec. 742a . Declaration of policy.
The Congress declares th at th lish, shellfish, and wlldl1f r
Nation make a material contrihution to our national economy nd food u
a material contribution to the health, recreation, and w ll-b ing of our ltlz
such resources are a living, renewahle form of national wealth that 15
I
maintainecrand greatly increased with proper manag ment, but equall}
p
strucHon if neglected or unwisely exploit d; that such resources afford ou d
tion throughout the Nation and provide employment, directly or indir ely,
tial number of citizens; that the fishing industries strength n th dc.:f n
States through the provision of a trained seafaring citizenry and action-r
seaworthy vessels; that the training and sport afforded by fish and wildl1f r
strengthen the national defense by contributing to the general h alth nd ph
of millions of citizens; and that, properly developed, such fish and wlldllf r
capable of steadily increasing these valuahle contrihutions to the 11f of lh
The Congress further declares that the fishing industry, 1n it
branches, can prosper and thus fulfill its proper function in national I1f
fundamental needs are satisfied by means that are consistent with th
and in accord with constitutional functions of governments. Among th
(1) Freedom of enterprise--freedom to develop new areas,
ucts, and markets in accordance with sound economic principl
dom from unnecessary administrative or legal restrictions that u r
conflict with or ignore economic needs;
(2) Protection of opportunity--maintenance ()f an
onomic t
which domestic production and processing can prosper; prote non f
competing products; protection of opportunity to fi h on the hI h
with international law;
(3) Assistance--assistance consistent with that provided
t
for industry generally, such as is involved in pr moun
ood indlo
fair trade standards, harmonious labor relatIons, better h 11th t
sanitation; and including, but not limited to-(a) services to provide current information on pr
market promotion and development, and an Xl n ion
n i
(b) research services for e onomic and
hnolo i
resource cons rvation, and
(c) resource managem nt to assur th ma."lmum
for the fisheries.
The Con-.;ress further de lares that th pr)\ i ion
this title are ne ssary in order [Q a ompli h th 0 J
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(2) The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife shall be responsible for those
matters to which sections 742a-742j of this title apply relating primarily to migratory birds, game management, wildlife refuges, sport fisheries, sea mammals (except whales, seals, and sea lions), and related matters; and the funds and allocations, appropriated or other wise, relating to the matters covered by paragraphs (1)
and (2) of this subsection shall be distributed between such Bureaus as the Secretary of the Interior shall determine.
(e) Rules and regulations.
Except as changed by the terms of sections 742a-742j of this title or by s ubsequent laws or regulations, all laws and regulations now in effect relating to matters heretofore administered by the Department of the Interior through the former
Fish and Wildlife Service as heretofore existing, shall remain in effect.
(f) Administrative procedures.
In recognition of the need for authority to execute the purposes of sections
742a-742j of this title effectively, the Secretary of the Interior shall exercise such
general administrative authority consistently with the terms of such s ections as he
shall find to be necessary to carry out the provisions of such sections effectively and
in the public interest. In order to allow sufficient time to place the reorganizations
under such sections into effect, the Secretary is authorized to establish an effective
procedure and date of such reorganizations, notice of which shall be published in the
Federal Register. Such reorganization shall be accomplished as soon as practicable
after August 8, 1956, but not later than ninety (90) calendar days after August 8,
1956. (Aug. 8, 1956, ch. 1036, Sec. 3, 70 Stat. 1120; Oct. 4, 1961, Pub. L. 87-367, Sec.
103(14), 75 Stat. 788.)
Sec. 742c. Loans for financing and refinancing of operations, maintenance, replacement, repair, and equipment of fishing gear and vessels, and for research.
(a) Authorization.
The Secretary is authorized under rules and regulations and under terms and
conditions prescribed by him, to make loans for financing and refin ancing of operations,
maintenance, replacement, repair, and equipment of fishing gear and vessels, and for
research into the basic problems of fisheries.
(b) Conditions.
Any loans made under the provisions of this section shall be s ubject to the
following restrictions:
(1) Bear an interest rate of not less than 3 per centum per annum;
(2) Mature in not more than ten years;
(3) No financial assistance shall be extended pursuant to this section unless
reasonable financial assistance applied for is not otherwise available on r easonable terms.
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as determined by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget to relate primarily to the
development, advancement, management, conservation, and protection of commercial
fisheries; but nothing in this section shall be construed to modify the authority of the
Department of State or the Secretary of State to negotiate or enter into any international
agreements, or conventions with respect to the development, management, or protection
of any fisheries and wildlife resources or with respect to international commissions
operating under conventions to which the United States is a party.
(b) There shall be transferred to the Department of the Interior so much of the
personnel, property, facilities, records, and unexpended balances of appropriations,
allocations, and other funds (available or to be made available) as the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget determines to be necessary in connection with the exercise of any
functions transferred to the Secretary pursuant to subsection (a) of this section.
(c) The Secretary may request and secure the advice or assistance of any department or agency of the Government in carrying out the provisions of sections 742a-742j
of this title, and any such department or agency which furnishes advice or assistance to
the Secretary may expend its own funds for such purposes, with or without reimbursement from the Secretary as may be agreed upon between the Secretary and the department or agency. (Aug. 8, 1956, ch. 1036, Sec. 6, 70 Stat. 1122.)
Sec. 742f.

Policies, procedures, and recommendations.

(a) The Secretary of the Interior, with such advice and assistance as he may require from the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife, shall consider and determine
the policies and procedures that are necessary and desirable in carrying out efficiently
and in the public interest the laws relating to fish and wildlife. The Secretary, with the
assistance of the departmental staff herein authorized, shall:
(1) develop and recommend measures which are appropriate to assure the
maximum sustainable production of fish and fishery products and to prevent unnecessary and excessive fluctuations in such production;
(2) study the economic condition of the industry, and whenever he determines
that any segment of the domestic fisheries has been seriously disturbed either by
wide fluctuation in the abundance of the resource supporting it, or by unstable market or fishing conditions or due to any other factors he shall make such recommendations to the President and the Congress as he deems appropriate to aid in stabilizing the domestic fisheries;
(3) develop and recommend special promotional and informational activities
with a view to stimulating the consumption of fishery products whenever he determines that there is a prospective or actual surplus of such products;
(4) take such steps as may be required for the development, advancement,
management, conservation, and protection of the fisheries resources; and
(5) take such steps as may be required for the development, management,
advance~ent, conservation, and protection of wildlife resources through research,
acquisition of refuge lands, development of existing facilities, and other means.

(Aug. 8, 1956, ch. 1036, Sec. 7, 70 Stat. 1122.)
[ Codification]
[Section was enacted without a subsection (b).]
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Sec. 742i.

Effect on rights of States and international commissions.

Nothing in sections 742a- 742j of this title shall be construed (1) to im rf r
in any manner with the rights of any State under the Submerged Lands Act or otherwis
provided by law, or to supersede any regulatory authority over fisheri es exercised b}
the States either individually or under interstate compacts; or (2) to interfere 10
manner with the authority exercised by any International Commission establi h d und r
any treaty or convention to which the United States is a party. (Aug. 8, 1956, ch. 103£>,
Sec. 10, 70 Stat. 1124.)
Sec. 742j.

Appropriations.

There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be ncce sar} t
carry out the provisions of sections 742a-742j of this title. (Aug. 8, 1956, ch. 1036, S
11, 70 Stat. 1124.)
Sec. 742k. Management and disposition of vessels and other property acquir d and
arising out of fishery loans or related type of activities.
For the purpose of facilitating administration of, and prote~ting the IN r t
of the Government in, the fishery loan fund established by section 742c of thil:; ti 1 and
any related type of activities relating to fisheries for which the Department of thE Interior is now or may hereafter be responSible, the Secretary of the Interior, notwIthstanding any other provision of law, may hereafter administer, complete, recondltion,
reconstruct, renovate, repair, maintain, operate, charter, assign, or sell up0
u h
terms and conditions as he may deem most advantageous to the United States, an v
sel, plant, or other property acquired by him on behalf of the United States ard ari I
out of any fishery loan or any related type of activity by the Secretary of th Inter! r.
The Secretary may use any of the applicable funds in each particular in::>tar e fo r the
aforesaid purposes. (Sept. 13, 1961, Publ. L. 87-219, Sec. 1, 75 Stat. 493.)
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of Agriculture to be used for the purposes specified in section 713c-2 of this title , a nd
only such funds as are thus transferred shall be used for the purposes specified in s ection 713c-2 of this title with respect to domestically produced fishery product s .
(e) Availability of funds.
The separate fund created for the use of the Secretary of the Interior under
subsection (a) of this section and the annual accruals thereto shall be available for each
year hereafter until expended by the Secretary.
(f)

Reports to Congressional committees.

The Secretary of the Interior shall make a report to the appropriate committees of Congress annually on the use of the separate fund created under this section.
(Aug. 11, 1939, ch. 696, Sec. 2, 53 Stat. 1412; July 1, 1954, ch. 447, 68 Stat. 376; Aug. 8,
1956, ch. 1036, Sec. 12(b), 70 Stat. 1124.)
[CONTINUA TION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR TRANSFER OF FUNDS]
[Section 12(a) of the Act Aug. 8, 1956, provided that: " The authorization for
the transfer of certain funds from the Secretary of Agriculture to the Secretary of
the Interior and their maintenance in a separate fund as contained in section 2(a) of
the Act of August 11,1939, as amended July 1,1954 (68 Stat. 376), [subsection (a)
of this section], shall be continued for the year ending June 30, 1957, and each year
thereafter.' ']
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Schedule l--Funds to be transferred from U.S. Department of Agriculture to U.S.
Department of the Interior under Section 6 of Public Law 1024, 84th Congo

From--

Amount

Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Marketing Service
(B) 1282500.020 Marketing Research
and Service, Agricultural Marketing Service, 1958, Marketing
Services, general.

To--

Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
$5,000

1481731 Management and Investigations
of Resources, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries

Schedule 2--Property and records to be transferred from U.S. Department of Agriculture
to U.S. Department of the Interior under Section 6 of Public Law 1024, 84th Congo
Property--None.

Records--Des cription of
property

I.C.C. dockets on fishery
transportation rates.
Rail Freight Rate study
1957
Other items including
current market reI'
ports, correspondence
with National Fisheries Institute and
Oyster Institute, etc.

Location

Number or volume
transferred

Method of storage

Room 1441 South Record storage cartons
Bldg., USDA.
------do ------- ---------do--------- ------do-------

---------do--------- -
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~otal ca rtons, 4.

ANNEX 5
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
Act of March 3, 1887 (16 U.S.C . 744)
Authorized the Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service to prosecute investigations and inquiries concerning the supply of food fishes of the coasts and lakes of the
United States and the determination of protective, prohibitory or precautionary measures
to be adopted.
R.S. sec. 4396, 4397
24 Stat. 523
39 Stat. 232

No Public Law Number
Public Law 100, 64th Congo

Act of March 3, 1887
Act of June 21, 1916

Pribilof Islands Administration (48 U.S.C. 220)
In 1903 jurisdiction, supervision, and contro l over Pribilof Islands and the
fur seal herd was transferred from the Department of the Treasury to the Department of
Commerce. Jurisdiction was later transferred to the Department of the Interior and the
accumulated authority for management of the Pribilof Islands was superseded by the Act
of February 26, 1944, sometimes known as the Fur Seal Act of 1944, infra.
32 Stat. 828
37 Stat. 736

Public Law 87, 57th Congo
Public Law 426, 62nd Congo

Act of February 14, 1903
Act of March 4, 1913

Act of August 15,1914 (16 U.S.C. 781 -785)
Regulates the taking or catching of sponges in the waters of the Gulf of
Mexico and Straits of Florida outside of State jurisdiction. Also regulates the landing,
delivery, curing, selling, or possession of sponges. Sets minimum wet size of sponges
allowed to be taken, landed, delivered, cured, sold, or processed at five inches maximum
diameter; provides maximum fine of $500,000 and a lien against vessel used in committing violation; vests Secretary of the Interior with responsibility for enforcing the Act
and authorizes him to request the use of Coast Guard craft and employees of Customs
Service to assist in enforcement.
38 Stat. 692
63 Stat. 495, 561

Public Law 172, 63rd Congo
Public Law 207, 81st Congo

Act of August 15, 1914
Act of August 4, 1949

Act of June 21, 1916 (16 U.S.C. 744)
Authorizes investigations and experiments to control damage done by dogfish
and other predacious fishes and aquatic animals.
R.S. sec 4396, 4397
24 Stat. 523
39 Stat. 232

No Public Law Number
Public Law 100, 64th Congo

Act of March 3, 1887
Act of June 21, 1916

Federal Power Act (16 U.S . C. 811)
Provides that the Federal Power Commission shall require a licensee under
the Act to construct, maintain, and operate, at the expense of the licensee, such fishways
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
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41 Stat. 1073
49 Stat. 845
53 Stat. 1433

Public Law 280, 66th Congo
Public Law 333, 74th Congo
1939 Reorg. Plan No. II

Act of June 10, 1920
Act of August 26, 1935
Effective July 1, 1939

Propagation of Mussels (16 U.S.C. 750-751)
Authorizes the establishment of a station on the Mississippi River for the
rescue of fishes and the propagation of mussels in connection with fish-rescue operations throughout the Mississippi Valley.
42 Stat. 501

Public Law 203, 67th Congo

Act of April 28, 1922

The Black Bass Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 851-856; 16 U.S.C. 1958 Ed., SuPP. I, 855)
This Act makes it unlawful to transport to or from States, Territories or the
District of Columbia any black bass or other fish caught, killed, taken sold, purchased,
possessed, or transported, at any time contrary to the law of the State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia where such acts were committed. The Act also authorized enforcement procedures.
44
46
61
66
73

Stat.
Stat.
Stat.
Stat.
Stat.

576
845
517
736
430

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

Law
Law
Law
Law
Law

256, 69th Congo
495, 71st Congo
258, 80th Congo
569, 82nd Congo
86-207

Act
Act
Act
Act
Act

of
of
of
of
of

May 20, 1926
July 2, 1930
July 30, 1947
July 16, 1952
August 25, 1959

Fisheries Construction and Maintenance (not codified)
Act of May 21, 1930, authorizes a 5-year construction and maintenance program for the Bureau of Fisheries. Although the 5-year period contemplated by this Act
has expired, some provisions have been incorporated by reference in later enactments.
See Columbia River Fishery Development Program, infra.
46 Stat. 371

Public Law 240, 71st Congo

Act of May 31, 1930

Fishery Cooperative Associations (15 U.S.C. 521)
This Act authorizes the formation of fishery marketing cooperatives and provides for their administration.
48 Stat. 1213
53 Stat. 1433

Public Law 464, 73rd Congo
1939 Reorg. Plan No. II

Act of June 25, 1934
Effective July 1, 1939

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 661-666c)
Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to cooperate with Federal, State, and
public or private agencies in the conservation and development of fish and wildlife resources affected by water-resource development programs. He is further authorized to
make reports and recommendations on wildlife aspects of such pro jects based on surveys
and investigations to be conducted by the Fish and Wildlife Service. These reports and
recommendations are made an integral part of the report prepared by any Federal
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agency, responsible for engineering surveys and construction of s uch projec ts , to be
presented to Congress or authorizing agency.
48
60
62
72

Stat.
Stat.
Stat.
Stat.

401
1080
497
563

Public
Public
Public
Public

Law
Law
Law
Law

121, 73rd Congo
732, 79th Congo
697, 80th Congo
85-624

Act
Act
Act
Act

of
of
of
of

Marc h 10, 193 4
August 14, 1946
June 19, 1948
August 12 , 1958

Acquisition and Disposal of Surplus Fishery Products (15 U.S. C. 713c-2 ; 15 U.S. C.
713c-3; 15 U.S.C. 713c-3 Note; 7 U.S.C. 612cj 16 U.S.C . 742ej 23 F . R. 2304)
Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to divert surplus fishery products
from the normal channels of trade and commerce by acquiring them and providing for
their distribution through Federal, State, and private relief channels. By a Memorandum
of Understanding signed by the Acting Secretary of the Interior on May 22 , 1958 , and by
the Acting Secretary of Agriculture on July 1, 1958, in order to avoid uneconomical and
duplicate activity in fishery products procurement and distributi0n, it was agreed the
Department of the Interior will request the Department of Agriculture to handle p.cocurement and disposition of surplus fishery products for which a program of surplus products
disposal is determined to be necessary. Such determination is to be made by the Secretary of the Interior who will then transfer the necessary funds to the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the program.
50 Stat. 27
50 Stat. 61
52 Stat. 441
53 Stat. 1411
(49 Stat. 774
68 Stat. 376
70 Stat. 1119

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law

15, 75th Congo
22, 75th Congo
542, 75th Congo
393, 76th Congo
320, 74th Congo
466, 83rd Congo
1024, 84th Congo

Act of March 5, 193
Joint Resolution of April 12, 1937
Act of May 25, 1938
Act of August 11 , 1939
Act of August 24 , 1935)
Act of July 1, 1954
Act of August 8, 1956

The Northern Pacific Halibut Act of 1937, as amended (16 U.S. C. 772- 772i)
Authority to enforce provisions of the Convention between the Unit ed Sta tes
and Canada for the preservation of the halibut fishery of the orth Pacific Ocean and the
Bering Sea.
50 Stat. 325
67 Stat. 494

Public Law 169, 75th Congo
Public Law 228, 83rd Congo

Act of June 28 , 1937
Act of Augus t 8, 1953

Columbia River Basin Fishery Development Program (sometimes know n as the Mitchell
Act; 16 U.S.C. 755-757)
Establish salmon cultural stations in Washington , Orego n, a nd Idaho . Conduc t
necessary investigations and engineering and biological s urveys a nd experim ents a s necessary, to conserve the fishery resources of the Columbi a River and its tributarie s; construct and install devices in the Columbia River Basin for the improve m ent of fe eding
and spawning conditions for fish, for the protection of m i gratory fish fro m irrigation
projects, and for facilitat ing free migration of fish over obs tructio ns; to perform all
other activities necessary for th e conservation of fi sh in t he Columbia River Basin; and
to utilize the facilities a nd services of the agenci es of the States of Washington, Oregon,
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and Idaho responsible for the conservation of the fish and wildlife resources in such
States in carrying out the authorizations and duties imposed by the Act.
52 Stat. 345
60 Stat. 932

Public Law 502, 75th Congo
Public Law 676, 79th Congo

Act of May 11,1938
Act of August 8, 1946

Fishery Educational Service and Market Development (15 U.S.C. 713c-3, 7 U.S. C. 6 l2c;
16 U.S.C. 742d)
Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to promote the free flow of domestically produced fishery products by conducting a fishery educational service and fishery
technological, biological, and related research programs. He will make continuing investigations and report to the public, the President and Congress relative to the improvement of production and marketing practices of commercial species and the conduct
of education and extension services relative to commercial fisheries.
53 Stat. 1412
(49 Stat. 774
68 Stat. 376
70 Stat. 1121

Public
Public
Public
Public

Law
Law
Law
Law

393, 76th Congo
320, 74th Congo
446, 83rd Congo
1024, 84th Congo

Act
Act
Act
Act

of
of
of
of

August
August
July 1,
August

11, 1939
24,1935 )
1954
8, 1956

Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (16 U.S.C. 667a)
This Resolution authorized the named States to enter into a compact for
cooperative effort and mutual assistance for the uniform, common or m utual regulation
of fishing in the territorial waters and bays and inlets of the Atlantic Ocean on which
such named States border or have jurisdiction. The subsequent inters tate compact, as
amended, (56 Stat. 267, Public Law 539, 77th Cong., Act of May 4, 1942; 64 Stat. 467,
Public Law 721, 8lst Cong., Act of August 19,1950), designated the Fish and Wildlife
Service as the primary research agency to promote better utilization of the Atlantic
coast fish and shellfish resources.
54. Stat. 261

Public Resolution 79, 76th
Congo

Joint Resolution of June 8, 1940

Protection of Fur Seals (somestimes known as the Fur Seal Act of 1944) (16 U.S.C.
63la-63lq; 48 U.S.C. Prec. 21 Note)
Originally implemented the Provisional Fur Seal Agreement between the
United States and Canada effected by an exchange of notes signed at Washington on
December 8, 1942, and on December 19, 1942. This Provisional Agreem ent was later
superseded by the Interim Convention on Conservation of North Pacific Fur Seals, signed
at Washington on February 9, 1957, the parties to which are Canada, Japan, the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, and the United States. The Act authorizes the management of
the fur seal herd on the Pribilof or other islands and the conduct of sealing operations
and disposal of products in conjunction therewith; production of byproducts; construction
and maintenance of buildings and facilities; establishment of supply depots and furni s hing
of food , shelter " fuel clothing , and other necessities of life to native inhabitants, including education; investigation of conditions of seal life on the Pribilof and other islands
and the waters of the North Pacific Ocean frequented by fur seals; cooperation with other
Federal agencies and other governments party to the fur seal agreement. The authorization contained in this Act, as amended, was continued in force after the admission of
lOS

Alaska to statehood by a specific provision of th ' Statehood Act which alAo provid '8 for
the paym ent to the State of 70 percent of th ' n ·t pro ceds d ' rlv ·d from the harv st of
fur seal skins and s a otter skins .
58
61
64
72

Stat.
Stat.
Stat.
Stat.

100
449, 450
1071
339

Public
Public
Public
Public

La w
Law
Law
Law

A ' [ of I ' hruu ry 26, 1<)44

237, 78th Con
239 , 80th Con
R47 , Hl s r Gon

Act o f July 25, 1947
Act (If S pI ml r 27, 19
ACl rJf July 7, 19 5

H')-:108

Predatory Sea Lampreys in the C:..:.J..:...!'..;;.e_at.:.......;:.,L:..:.,:..:.·;..:..,;;....:..._..;..;.........;...;..;...
. _9_2.....;1)
Authorizes prot'iccution of investi ali n o f ' bundanc
nd dIstrIbutIon (J f s a
lampreys, and their effects on fi sh s; xp rim ms t d \' I
C >ntr 1 m
ur , nd
vigorous program for the liminatlon of
I rnpr y upul tlons n Lh Gr a Lak
60
63
65
66

Stat .
Stat.
Stat.
Stat.

930
616
131
314

us
Ac o f Au us

Publi
Puhli
Publi

Sockeye Salmon Fishing Act of 194-, a

Ct

c

of

1 , )
0 ,) 51

uly
f J u IY I, 1 ")2

am nd d, (;..;.)~:.;..:..;;..:".;;;~---.;~-...,;.~f)

Provides for the enfor m m f provi I n n h
United States and Canada for th prole tion, pr
rvali n, and xtension of th Fra er
River sockeye salmon fishery and for that of th pm' salmon fi hery as added y a
protocol to the Convention.
61 Stat. 511
71 Stat. 293

c lofJuly2,
ctof uli'll ,

Public L \\< 25, Oth Can
ubIlc Law 5- 102

47
f

Investigation of Fishery Resources of [erritori
known as the "Farrington Act of 194 "i 16 L: .S.C .
Authorizes the study of the hi h ec fi her}, r ourc s o f th T rrirorie and
Island Possessions of the Unit d States 1n the tropical and ubtropical Pacific Ocean.
61 Stat. 726

Public Law 32Q,

Oth Cant!; .

Rehabilitation of Oyster Beds in Louisiana and

Act of Au

u~t4,

104

lis

Authorizes the appropriation of not more than -0,000 to rudy mans and
methods best suited to the rehabilitation, replanting , and maintenance o f or ter beds in
Louisiana and Mississippi that might have been or may be destroyed by the ope ration o f
the Bonnet Carre Spillway and through the intrusion of fresh wat er and the blocka e o f
natural passages west of the Mississippi River in the vicinity o f La ke lechant and Bayou
Severin, Terrebone Parish, Louisiana .
62 Stat. 257

Public Law 545, 80th Congo

Act of 1ay 21,1948

Study of Soft and Hard-Shell Clams (16 U.S.C. 661 Note)
Authorizes, in cooperation with appropriate State and interstate agencies ,
comprehensive studies of the soft-shell clam Mya arenaria and the hard-shell clam
106

Venus mercenaria with particular respect to biology, propagation, and methods of cultivation of such clams.
62 Stat. 247

Public Law 556, 80th Congo

Act of May 26, 1948

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission (not codified)
Resolution granting the consent and approval of Congress to an interstate
compact relating to the better utilization of the fisheries (marine, shell, and anadromous)
of the Gulf coast and creating the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission. The compact designates the Fish and Wildlife Service as the primary research agencies of each
named State.
63 Stat. 70

Public Law 66, 8lst Congo

Joint Resolution of May 19, 1949

Atlantic Coast Shad Study (16 U.S.C. 759)
Authorizes a comprehensive and continuing study of the shad of the Atlantic
coast for the purpose of recommending to the Atlantic Coast States, through the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission, measures to be taken to arrest decline, increase
the abundance, and to promote the wisest utilization of such shad resources.
63 Stat. 616

Public Law 249, 81st Congo

Act of August 18, 1949

Whaling Convention Act of 1949 (16 U.S.C. 916-916 1)
Provides for the licensing, enforcement of regulations, and research to
assist the International Whaling Commission established by the International Convention
for the Regulation of Whaling signed at Washington December 2, 1946.
64 Stat. 421

Public Law 676, 81st Congo

Act of August 9,1950

Atlantic Coast Fish Study for Development and Protection of Fish R esources (10 U.S.C.
760a-760c)
Authorizes a comprehensive and continuing study of species of fish of the
Atlantic coast, including bays, sounds, and tributaries, for the pur pose of recommending
to the States of the Atlantic coast appropriate measures for the development and protection of such resources and their wisest utilization, whether for spo rt or commercial
fishing or both.
64 Stat. 474

Public Law 730, 81st Congo

Act of August 25, 1950

Tuna Conventions Act of 1950 (16 U.S .C. 951-961)
Provides for the appointment of Commissioners and Advisory Committees
for the International Commission for the Scientific Investigation of Tuna and the InterAmerican Tropical Tuna Commission. Authorizes the approval or disapproval of annual
programs of the Commissions and regulations of the COIl)missions requiring the submission of records of operations by persons participating in the fishery covered by the
Conventions. Authorizes cooperation of Federal agencies with the Commissions in the
conduct of scientific programs. (The International Commission for the Scientific
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Investigation of Tuna is not active.) The Act of October 15, 1962, amending the Act {)f
September 7,1950, authorizes the Secretary of tlte Tnterior (I) issu - regulations to carry
out recommendations of the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, upon apprr)val
of such recommendations by the Secretaries of Stnte and Tnt -rior, crmccrning proposals
designed to keep the populations of tuna at level s of nbundancc which will permit the
maximum sustained catch. Regulations may also be issued with the ccmcurrcnce of the
Secretary of State prohibiting the entry into the Un it ed Stat s of fish frrJm any C!JUntry
whose vessels are being used in a manner that tends to diminish the effectiveness uf the
Commission's conservation recommendations.
64 Stat. 777
76 Stat. 923

Public Law 764, 81st Congo
Public Law 87-814

Act of September 7, 1950
Act of ()crob r I -, 1962

The Defense Production Act of 1950 as implemented by ~xccutive ( rder 10161, dated
September 9, 1950; ExeC'Utive Order 10480, dated AUs..USI \4, 1953 ; Defense Food Delegation No.2; and Defense Food Delegation No.~~ Itcvision 1 (50 App. .S.C. 2153; 3 CFR
1949-1953 Comp., p. 339; 3 CFR !J49-19'13 Comp ..lY' 962'J r; F,I{, 6998; 16 F R 3311,
3519; 17 F .R. 2369)
Pursuant to the Defense Production Act, the President may delegate any
power or authority conferred upon him by that Act t any officer or agency of the Government and he may authorize such redelegations by that officer or agency as the President may deem appropriate. By Exec.utive Order, the President delegated his authority
to the Secretary of Agriculture with respect to food. fhe Secretary of Agriculture then
redelegated his authority relative to the defense functions concerning fishery products
to the Secretary of the Interior.
64 Stat. 816
Public Law 774, 81st Congo
Act of Seprember 8, 19-0
(Successive Acts have extended the termination date of the Act of September 8, 1950. )
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Act of 19'50 (16 C.S. C. 981-991)
Authorizes enforcement of the provisions of the International Convention for
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF)
64 Stat. 1067

Public Law 84'5, 81st Congo

Act of September 27, 1960

Executive Order No. 10082, October 5, 1949, 14 F .R. 610-, amended by Executive Order
No. 10170, October 12, 1950, 15 F .R.6901, amended by Executive Order 1 '0. 10741,
November 26, 1957, 22 F.R. 9451 (19 U.S.c.-135( To te)
The Executive Order No. 10082, as amended by Executive Order TO . 10170,
provides the Department of the Interior with representation on the Interdepartmental
Committee on Trade Agreements and the Committee for Reciprocity Information. Executive Order No. 10741 established the Trade Policy Committee, which includes membership by the Department of the Interior. This Committee makes recommendations to the
President on basic policy issues arising in the administration of the trade agreements
program, which, as approved by the President, shall guide the Interdepartmental Com mittee on Trade Agreements. The Bureau of Commerical Fisheries participates in the
development of departmental positions in tariff and foreign trade problems affecting
fishery products as well as in the work of subcommittees of the Interdepartmental Trade
Agreements Committee.
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Act of July 1, 1954, as amended (sometimes known as the Saltonstall-Kennedy (S-K) Act
of 1954) (15 U.S.C. 713c-3; 16 U.S.C. 742e; 23 F .R. 2304)
Directs the Secretary of Agriculture to transfer annually to the Secretary of
the Interior, from funds made available under the terms of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1935, an amount equal to 30 percent of the gross receipts from customs duties
collected on fishery products. Such funds are to be used by the Secretary of the Interior
to promote the free flow of fishery products by conducting a fishery educational service
and research program including the use of vessels or other facilities; to develop and
increase markets for fishery products (see Fishery Educational Service and Market Development, supra); and to conduct various types of research pertaining to American fisheries. The Secretary is also authorized to acquire and dispose of surplus fishery products (see Acquisition and Disposal of Surplus Fishery Products, supra).
68 Stat. 376
70 Stat. 1122, 1124

Public Law 466, 83rd Congo
Public Law 1024, 84th Congo

Act of July 1, 1954
Act of August 8, 1956

North Pacific Fisheries Act of 1954, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1021-1032)
Authorizes cooperation in the conduct of scientific and other programs at the
request of the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission and the enforcement of
the International Convention for the High Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean to
which the United States, Canada, and Japan are parties.
68 Stat. 698
71 Stat. 310

Public Law 579, 83rd Congo
Public Law 85-114

Act of August 12, 1954
Act of July 24, 1957

Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as amended (sometimes
known as Public Law 480) (7 U.S.C. 1704(k»
The Act authorizes the use of foreign currencies which accrue from the sales
of surplus agricultural commodities for the conduct and support of scientific activities
overseas and to collect, collate, translate, abstract, and disseminate scientific and technological information. This particular authorization requires that there be specific appropriations for the use of such foreign currencies. The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
received its first appropriation under this authority in the budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1962.
68 Stat. 456
72 Stat. 275

Public Law 480, 83rd Congo
Public Law 85-477

Act of July 10, 1954
Act of June 30, 1958

Great Lakes Fishery Act of 1956 (16 U.S.C. 931-939c)
Authorizes research and control measures for control of lampreys in the
Great Lakes by the United States Section of the Great Lakes Fishery Commission established under the provisions of the Convention on Gr~at Lakes Fisheries between the
United States and Canada. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to transfer to the
United States Section any lamprey control project or works under his jurisdiction and to
act for or on behalf of the United States in the exercise of the powers granted by the Act.
70 Stat. 242

Public Law 557, 84th Congo
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Act of June 4, 1956

Fishery Education (16 U.S.C . 760d; 20 U.S.C. l5j (a) (5»
Authorizes grants to educational institutions to promote education and training
of scientists, t echnic ians and teachers needed in the field of commercial fishing. Also
amends the Vocational Education Act of 1946 to authorize assistance to States and Territories in the development of vocational education in the fishery trades and industry, such
assistance to be apportioned as determined by the United States Commissioner of Education after consultation with the Secretary of the Interior.
70 Stat. 1126

Public Law 1027, 84th Cong.

Act of August 8, 1956

Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 (16 U.S .C. 742a-742d, 742e-742kj 15 U.S.C, 7l3c-3(e); 15
U.S.C. 7l3c-3 Note ; 23 F .R, 2304)
Establishes a comprehensive national policy on fish and wildlife resources;
reorganizes the Fish and Wildlife Service; establishes a fishery loan fund and authorizes
the Secretary to make loans for financing and refinancing of operations, maintenance,
replacement , repair, and equipment of fishing gear and vessels and for research into the
basic problems of fisheries (Act of Sept ember 13, 1961, P. L. 87-219, authorizes repair,
sale , etc., of personal property acquired in connection with the fishery loan program);
the administration of a program of fishing-vessel mortgage insurance as provided for in
Title XI of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended (46 U.S,C. 1271-1280); and
under provisions of Title V of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended (46 U.S.C,
1151 -11 61(0», to make loans to aid in the co nstruction of fishing vessels; creates in the
Secretary of the Interior, or his designees, consultative and representative responsibilities in international relations involving fishery matters; authorizes a program of Fishery
Educational Service and Market Development (see entry under this heading, supra); authorizes the Acquisition and Disposal of Surplus Fishery Products (see entry under this
heading, supra); authorizes the Secretary to foster research, investigation, and experimentation to determine the best methods for processing, packaging, transporting, distributing, and marketing fish and fishery products, including but not limited to the development and promulgation of grade standards and the inspection and certification of fish
and fishery products; and improvement of transportation facilities and rates for fish and
shellfish and any products thereof as provided for in Title II of the Act of August 14,
1946, popularly known as the Agriculture Marketing Act of 1946, as amended (7 U.S.C,
1621-1627); authorizes the collection and dissemination of information of all kinds to the
public , to the PreSident, and to Congress , concerning the commercial fishing industry
and its products; authorizes investigations and reports with respect to the competitive
aspects of domestic and foreign produced fish and fishery products; authorizes programs
and investigations that may be required for th e development, advancement, management,
conservation and protection of the fishery resources of the United States and the competitive economic position of the various fi s h and fishery products with respect to each
other, and with respect to competitive domestic and foreign-produced commodities.
-0 Stat.
-~ Stat.
-- Stat.
-:; Stat.

1119
1710
493
788

Public
P ublic
Public
P ublic

Law
Law
Law
Law

1024 , 84th Congo
85-888
87- 219
87-36 7
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Act
Act
Act
Act

of
of
of
of

August 8, 1956
September 2, 1958
September 13, 1962
October 4, 1961

Fishery Research for Commercial Production of Fish on Flooded Rice Areas (16 U.S . C.
778-778c)
Authorizes research and experimentation to develop methods for the commercial production of fish on flooded rice acreage in rotation with rice field crops.
72 Stat. 35

Public Law 85-342

Act of March 15, 1958

Study of Effects of Insecticides on Fish and Wildlife (16 U.S.C. 742d-l; 16 U.S.C., 1958
Ed., SupP. I, 742d-l Note)
Authorizes comprehensive continuing studies on the effects of insecticides,
herbicides, fungicides, and pesticides upon the fish and wildlife resources of the United
States to determine the amounts, percentages, and formulas of these chemicals that are
lethal to or injurious to fish and wildlife and thereby prevent losses of fish and wildlife
from their use.
72 Stat. 479
73 Stat. 563

Act of August 1, 1958
Act of September 16, 1959

Public Law 85-582
Public Law 86-279

Investigation and Eradication of Dogfish Sharks (16 U.S.C. 758a Note)
Authorizes for no more than 4 years investigations of the abundance and distribution of dogfish sharks, experiments to develop control measu res, and a program for
the elimination and eradication or development of economic uses of dogfish shark
populations.
72 Stat. 1710

Act of September 2, 1958

Public Law 85-887

Research Grants to Institutions of Higher Education and Scientific Research Organizations (42 U.S.C. 1891-1893)
Authorizes basic scientific research grants to non-profit institutions of
higher education or to nonprofit organizations whose primary purpo se is the conduct of
scientific research, when such grants are deemed to be in furtheran ce of agency objectives; provides for discretionary authority to vest in such institutions or organizations,
title to equipment purchases with grant or contract funds, if in furtherance of agency
objectives; and requires an annual report on such grants to the appropriate committees
of both Houses of Congress.
72 Stat. 1793

Act of September 6, 1958

Public Law 85-934

Fishery Attache Program, Executive Order No. 10249, June 4, 1957, 16 F .R. 530~and
Memorandum of Understanding Between the Departments of State and Interidr with Respect to the Minerals and Fisheries Officer Program, dated May 5, 1959 (16 U.S.C. 742d;
16 U.S.C. 742e(c); 22 U.S.C. 846; 22 U.S.C. 846 Note)
Recognizing its responsibility to service the foreign reporting needs of other
Federal agencies, and the particular needs of the Department of the Interior in th~ Fishery field, the Department of State in consultation with the Department of the Interior and
other interested Government agencies is developing appropriate schedules and more
comprehensive guidance materials for mineral and fishery reports. The Department of
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State has also agreed to request fund s for Fisheries and Minerals Officer positions at
those posts which are determined by the Department of State, in cons ultation with the
Department of the Interior, to require such positions. These Officers are responsible
for discharging in their respective fields the economic and technological reporting requirements for the co untry in which they are stationed. To date, Fishery Attaches have
been appointed to Copenhagen, Denmark; Tokyo, Japan; and Mexico City, Mexico.
60 Stat. 1002
70 Stat. 1121

Public Law 724, 79th Congo
Public Law 1024, 84th Congo

Act of August 13, 1946
Act of August 8, 1956

Fishing Vessel Construction Differential Subsidy (46 U.S.C. 1401-1413)
Authorizes the Secretary to pay up to one-third of th e cost of construction of
a fishing vessel based upon the difference between foreign and domestic costs of construction if the vessel, the owner, and the fishery in which it is to be used meet certain
standards or situations. The law provides that applications for this aid will not be received after June 12, 1963.
74 Stat. 212

Act of June 12, 1960

Public Law 86-516

Fishing Vessel Mongage Insurance (46 U.S .C. 1275 Note)
Provides that the Secretary of the Interior may exercise authority relating to
the issuance of Federal ship-mortgage insurance on fishing vessels comparabl e to that
of the Secretary of Commerce under the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended (46
U.S.C. 1271-1280) by reason of the transfer of authority to the Secretary of the Interior
under the provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 (16 U.S . C. 742e).
74 Stat. 314

Public Law 86-577

Act of July 5, 1960

Cooperative Research Units (16 U.S.C. 753a-753b )
Authorizes the Secretary to continue to enter into cooperative agreements
with colleges, universities, State fish and game departments, and with nonprofit organizations relating to cooperative research units by assigning Department of the Interior
technical personnel for service with such units, by supplying units with equipment that
may be available for such purposes, and by paying the incidental expenses of Federal
personnel and employees of cooperating agencies assigned to th e units .
74 Stat. 733

Public Law 86-686

Act of September 2, 1960

Construction of a Shellfisheries Research Center at Milford, Connecticut (16 U.S.C.
760h-760i)
Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to construct at Milford, Connecticut,
a research center for shellfisheries production consisting of research facilities, a pilot
hatchery including rearing ponds and tanks, and a training school.
75 Stat. 409

P ublic Law 87-1 73

Act of August 30, 1961
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Propagation of Disease-Resistant Strains of Oysters (16 U.S.C. 760j- 760l)
Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, with respect to States where he finds
excessive oyster mortality presents an immediate and substantial threat to industry economic stability, to acquire oyster brood stock resistant to the disease causing the mortality, and to distribute such brood stock to the States concerned in accordance with
cooperatively developed plans, provided the participating States pay one-third of the cost
of the program. Also authorizes the making of grants to such States to assist in the
financing of research and other activities necessary in the development of diseaseresistant strains of oysters, provided the participating States agree to use an additional
amount for such purposes equal to at least 50 percent of the grant.
76 Stat. 356

Public Law 87-580

Act of August 9, 1962
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